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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of student use of graphics 
calculators in college algebra classes on the learning of algebraic concepts and especially 
on those involving graphing skills.
The study was conducted during the spring semester 1993 in four college algebra 
sections, each originally consisting of 35 students and taught from 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 
a.m. or from 11:00 a.m. to noon. The students involved in the study were randomly 
assigned to either a control or treatment section. Two sections of students made up the 
treatment group, and these students received instruction with and used graphics 
calculators in their coursework and testing. Forty students remained in the treatment 
group at the end of the study. The other two sections made up the control group, and 
these students used calculators of their choice, excluding any type of graphics calculator. 
Thirty-two control group students completed the study. The two instructors for the 
groups, the researcher for the treatment sections and another graduate teaching assistant 
for the control sections, conferred regularly to insure that ail students were taught the 
same concepts at a similar pace. All of the students involved in the study used the same 
textbook and completed the same textbook assignments and researcher-constructed unit 
tests and posttest.
To determine if significant differences existed between the mean scores of the two 
groups on the researcher-constructed posttest, an analysis of covariance was done, using a 
basic algebra placement exam written by the Mathematics Association of America, as the 
pretreatment measure and covariatc. No significant differences were found.
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Using t tests, a significant difference was found to exist between the mean scores 
of the treatment and control groups on the first and second unit tests, with the treatment 
group scores higher in both cases (p < .05). No significant differences were found for the 
remaining unit tests. The results of repeated measures with trend analysis showed no 
significant methods effect, but significant total trend effect.
Of nineteen specific concepts investigated, the control group mean scores were 
found to be significantly higher in two differed concept areas; the treatment group mean 
scores were significantly higher in four different concept areas (p < . 10).
The survey given to ail students who completed the study revealed that 82% of 
those responding from the treatment group felt that the graphics calculator had a 
favorable effect on their learning of algebraic concepts, and 86% recommended that it be 
used in the teaching of all college mathematics courses. Twenty percent of the 
respondents from the control group believed that the calculator they had used had a 
favorable effect ou their teaming.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of the six goals of American education by the year 2000 is that "U S. students 
will be first in the world in math and science achievement" (National Education Goals 
Panel, 1992, p.36). A Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS), completed 
between 1980-1984, involved twelfth grade students from the U.S. and over 20 other 
countries. The U.S. students who completed the internationally developed achievement 
tests came form 237 math clrssrooms from across the country and were taking at least 
their fourth year of secondary school mathematics. This would have been a course that 
had as a prerequisite the equivalent of two years of high school algebra and one year of 
geometry. McKnight, Travers, and Dosscy (1985) point out that the U.S. sample overall 
performed at a level markedly below the median level of performance shown by students 
from the other countries participating in the SIMS. When one considers that we are less 
than a decade from the year 2000, the need for urgent action, if we arc to meet this goal, 
becomes apparent.
How will we go about attaining the broad goal of excellence in mathematics 
achievement? To answer this question, we need to examine the source of the problem. 
Certainly it would be easy to place blame with the students. Perhaps they are 
underachievers, unwilling to put forth the time and effort that successful learning of 
mathematics demands. It may be that this is a part of the problem, but this researcher 
takes the position that student apathy is vastly overshadowed by larger difficulties that lie 
within the control of the teacher. One area of concern is the type of mathematics
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instruction that is predominant in our classrooms today. Three serious limitations 
discussed by Romberg and Carpenter (1986) follow:
1. Mathematics is assumed to be a static, bounded discipline which is often 
divorced from science and other disciplines. This view fragments mathematics and 
divorces it from real applications.
2. Daily lessons of the traditional classroom are geared to absorption and not
inquiry.
3. The role of the teacher is often managerial or procedural. Teachers follow a 
curriculum guide or text without responding to student needs.
Attitudes about the kind of instruction that should occur aie changing, and this 
sense of new direction is coming from mathematicians, mathematics educators, 
classroom teachers, and the general public.
The four boards and councils that were involved in writing Everybody Counts: A 
Report to the Nation on the Future of Mathematics Education (National Research 
Council, 1989, pp. 81-84) listed the following transitions that are occurring as part of a 
mobilization for curricular reform:
1. The focus of school mathematics is shifting from a dualistic mission which 
yielded minimal mathematics for the majority and advanced mathematics for the few to a 
singular focus on a significant common core of mathematics for all students.
2. The teaching of mathematics is shifting from an authoritarian model based on 
"transmission of knowledge" to a student-centered practice featuring "stimulation of 
lea ling."
3. Public attitudes about mathematics arc shifting from indifference and hostility 
to recognition of the important role that mathematics plays in today’s society.
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4. The teaching of mathematics is shifting from preoccupation with inculcating 
routine skills to developing broad-based mathematical power.
5. The teaching of mathematics is shifting from emphasis on tools for future 
courses to greater emphasis on topics that are relevant to students' present and future 
needs.
6. The teaching of mathematics is shifting from primary emphasis on paper-and- 
pencil calculations to full use of calculators and computers.
7. The public perception of mathematics is shifting from that of a fixed body of 
arbitrary rules to a vigorous, active science of patterns.
As can be easily seen, these seven transitions are in direct contrast to the limitations in 
mathematics instruction mendoned previously.
Transition number six, the shift to full use of calculators and computers, is the 
subject of this study. If calculators are to become a significant tool in the learning and 
doing of mathematics, it is necessary to investigate carefully the effects of their use in the 
classroom.
Overview of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of student use of graphics 
calculators in college algebra classes on the learning of algebraic concepts and especially 
on those involving graphing skills.
The study was conducted during the spring semester of 1993 in four college 
algebra sections, each originally consisting of 35 students. Two sections of students 
received instruction with and used graphics calculators in their coursework and testing. 
The students in the other two sections used calculators of their choice, excluding any type 
of graphics calculator. All of the students involved in the study used the same textbook. 
The two instructors, one for the two control sections and the researcher for the two
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treatment sections, conferred regularly to insure that all students were taught the same 
concepts at a similar pace. The mean scores of the students in the treatment and control 
groups on researcher-constructed posttests were compared. Responses to an end-of-the- 
study survey were also evaluated and compared.
Specifically, the research questions to be addressed in the study were as follows:
1. Does a significant difference exist between the mean scores of college algebra 
students using graphics calculators and those not using graphics calculators on a 
researcher-constructed posttest of algebraic concepts, taking into account their scores on a 
pretreatment measure of mathematics proficiency?
2. Does a significant difference exist between the mean scores of college algebra 
students using graphics calculators and those not using graphics calculators on 
researcher-constructed tests given at the completion of four different units and at the 
completion of the college algebra course?
3. Does a significant difference exist between the mean scores of college algebra 
students using graphics calculators and those not using graphics calculators on 
researcher-constructed test items of specific concepts? The specific concepts to be 
investigated were as follows:
a. Recognition of graphs of various types of equations, including linear and 
quadratic equations.
b. Naming of the x-intercept(s) and y-intercept(s) of an equation.
c. Naming the slope, given the equation of a line.
d. Naming of the center and radius of a circle, given the equation of a circle 
which is not in standard form.
e. Determination of the slope of a line, given only its graph.
f. Graphing a linear equation.
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g. Identification of functions, given only the graphs of equations.
h. Determination of the domain and range of a function, given only the graph.
i. Determination of the intervals on which a function is increasing, 
decreasing or constant, given only its graph.
j. Finding equations of other functions using properties of symmetry, shifts, 
and reflecting, given the graph of a function and its equation.
k. Sketching the graph of f given the graph of a one-to-one function f.
l. Determination of the domain and range of the inverse of a particular 
function, given only the graph of the function.
m. Graphing piecewise functions.
n. Writing the equation of a line, given only its graph.
o. Naming a polynomial function, given only its graph.
p. Finding solutions for f(x) = 0, given the graph of f(x).
q. Graphing logarithmic functions.
r. Finding a system of inequalities, given its graph.
s. Identifying the solution to a system of equations involving x and y, given 
the graph of the system.
4. Does a significant difference exist between the students in the treatment group 
and control group in their self-perceptions about their understanding of algebraic 
concepts?
Definition of Terms
The following terms are used repeatedly in the report of the study.
Graphics calculator refers to a calculator which allows for entering an equation 
and viewing the graph of that equation on the calculator's display. Graphics calculators 
are also referred to as graphing calculators in the literature. For consistency in the writing
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that follows, the term graphics calculator wiii be used whenever a reference is made to 
this instructional tool.
Control group refers to the two sections of students which used scientific 
calculators or any other calculators, excluding any graphics calculators.
Treatment group refers to the two sections of students which used Texas 
Instruments-81 (TI-81) graphics calculators.
Placement test refers to the basic algebra placement exam given by the university 's 
mathematics department.
Unit test refers to the posttest given at the conclusion of a unit of study.
Posttest refers to the final, comprehensive examination given at the conclusion of 
the course.
Limitations of the Study
Limitations of the study may exist in several areas. First, questions might be 
raised concerning its generalizability. The findings of this study may not generalize to 
other settings where major differences in student attitude and/or aptitude, use or type of 
mathematics placement examination, lecture or laboratory approach for the course, or 
teacher instructional style exist.
Second, the equality of the treatment and control groups may be another area of 
limitation. Student knowledge of mathematics, and especially algebra, may not be equal 
for the two groups. Student motivation and instructor competence may be other areas of 
inequality. Presentation of content and discussion of concepts and/or problems may not 
be the same for the treatment and control groups. Amount of instructional time or time of 
day of instruction may be different for the treatment and control groups. Steps taken to 
reduce these limitations will be explained in chapter 3.
The contamination of the treatment might be questioned. Members of the control 
group might choose to use graphics calculators when not in class, even though asked not 
to do so. Members of the treatment group might use non-graphics calculators when not in 
class, even though they have been asked to use graphics calculators for completing all 
assignments.
Significance of the Study
Although there is not total agreement on what content should comprise a college 
algebra course, a majority of the concepts taught in such courses are similar throughout 
the nation. For many students, the college algebra course will lay the foundation for their 
success or failure in the mathematics courses to follow. Not only does college algebra 
have an impact in that respect, but it also affects a student's ability to solve problems 
effectively in the sciences, engineering, and aviation.
Since college algebra plays such a critical role, it is necessary to consider carefully 
any major changes in the concepts taught and the methodology employed to teach them. 
The research questions posed in this study demand prompt and complete attention. If 
graphics calculators have a negative effect on the learning of algebraic concepts, then 
serious measures must be taken to rectify that problem.
Numerous studies have been done on the effect of simple four-function 
calculators in teaching mathematics; a similar, systematic body of research must be 
developed on the effects of using graphics calculators. Because they are a relatively new 
piece of technology, there has not yet been opportunity for this kind of exhaustive 
research. This study should be one of many to follow that will provide valuable 
information on the impact of the graphics calculator.
If the graphics calculator is found to be effective in the teaching of mathematics 
and its use becomes commonplace, there will be a myriad of other issues with which to
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deal. Certainly the curriculum scope and sequence will be affected. Activities in the 
mathematics classroom and the content may change. New assessment strategies will have 
to be developed if the graphics calculator becomes a familiar piece of technology. 
Mathematics educators will need to move swiftly to address these areas. It seems highly 
appropriate that they have access to research that will enable them to make informed 
decisions.
Overview of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation includes five chapters. Chapter 2 is a review of 
the literature pertinent to this study. The methodology of the study is the focus of chapter 
3. Chapter 4 is a presentation of the test reliability and factor analyses of all the tests. The 
statistical results are given in chapter 5, and chapter 6 includes conclusions and 
implications for further research.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter focuses on what has been written by individual mathematicians and 
mathematics educators as well as by commissions formed to specify direction for 
mathematics instruction. Of particular interest is what the literature reveals about algebra 
as a subject area and about the use of technology in teaching aigebra. The graphics 
calculator technology available has already begun to impact learning and teaching of 
algebra as well as a variety of other mathematical topics. To better communicate the 
overall picture, the chapter begins with a broad perspective on the future of mathematics 
in the classroom, proceeds to a discussion of past and present issues in the learning and 
teaching of algebra, and concludes with information on research on the use of technology 
and current classroom use of the graphics calculator. The four major divisions of this 
chapter are as follows: (1) The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Curriculum 
Standards and Implications for the Teaching of Algebra^(2) The Learning and Teaching 
of Algebra, (3) Prior Research on the Use of Technology, and Especially Graphics 
Calculators, in the Teaching of Mathematics, and (4) Current Use of Graphics 
Calculators in Teaching Mathematics
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Curriculum 
Standards and Implications for the Teaching of Algebra 
In an effort to focus attention on the future direction that the mathematics 
curriculum in grades K-12 should take, the Commission on Standards for School 
Mathematics of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM' published 
curriculum and evaluation standards in 1989. The preparation of these standards
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involved three major areas: mathematical content, student activities, and focus and 
discussion. In the area of mathematical content, each standard reflects the following:
1. "Knowing" mathematics is "doing" mathematics.
2. Some aspects of doing mathematics have changed in the last decade. For 
example, mathematics is needed not only for success in science and engineering but in a 
wide variety of disciplines.
3. Changes in technology and broadening of areas in which mathematics is 
applied have resulted in growth and changes in the discipline of mathematics itself.
4. All students should have exposure to the same mathematical topics
The two major concerns for student activities in the development of the standards 
were that activities should grow out of genuine, problem situation and that learning 
occurs through active as well as passive involvement with mathematics. In the focus and 
discussion area, it was believed that problem sets should keep pace with the maturity and 
experience of students and that instruction should be developed from problem situations.
Since the mathematics of grades 9-12 immediately precedes postsecondary 
mathematics and most clearly impacts it, the following summary of changes in content for 
this grade level is of special interest (NCTM Commission on Standards for School 
Mathematics, 1989, p. 126).
Topics to receive increased attention
1. Algebra
a. The use of real-world problems to motivate and apply theory
b. The use of computer utilities to develop conceptual understanding
c. Computer-based methods such as successive approximations and graphing 
utilities for solving equations and inequalities
d. The structure of number systems
i 2
e. Matrices and their applications
2. Geometry
a. Integration across topics at all grade levels
b. Coordinate and transformation approaches
c. The development of short sequences of theorems
d. Deductive arguments expressed orally and in sentence or paragraph form
e. Computer-based explorations of 2-D and 3-D figures
f. Three-dimensional geometry
g. Real-world applications and modeling
3. Trigonometry
a. The use of appropriate scientific calculators
b. Realistic applications and modeling
c. Connections among the right triangle ratios, trigonometric functions, and 
circular functions
d. The use of graphing utilities for solving equations and inequalities
4. Functions
a. Integration across topics at all grade levels
b. The connections among a problem situation, its model as a function in 
symbolic form, and the graph of that function
c. Function equations expressed in standardized form as checks on the 
reasonableness of graphs produced by graphing utilities





The topic areas of algebra and functions are of particular interest in relation to this 
study. The NCTM obviously places great value on the solving of real-world problems 
and the use of technology, particularly graphing utilities, in the instruction of 
mathematics. This organization has recommended that classroom teachers make use of 
the technology that is available and that they actively seek to obtain it if it is not currently 
available in their classrooms. To reaffirm this position, the N'CTM's Professional 
Standards for Teaching Mathematics (1991) indicates the following: "The teacher of 
mathematics, in order to enhance discourse should encourage and accept the use c f . . .  
computers, calculators, and other technology" (p. 52).
In another strong position statement, the NCTM (1989, p.8) urges the following:
1. Appropriate calculators should be available to ail students at ail tunes;
2. A computer should be available in every classroom for demonstration 
purposes;
3. Every student should have access to a computer for individual and group work;
4. Students should leam to use the computer as a tool for processing information 
and performing calculations to investigate and solve problems.
If the NCTM curriculum standards are taken seriously and followed by the 
elementary and secondary grades, there can be no doubt that extended and more complex 
uses of technology in the postsecondary mathematics classroom must accompany the 
changes that will occur in elementary and secondary classrooms. The next consideration 
in this review is a careful investigation of the present state of .earning and teaching 
algebra and how technology will influence its success, now and in the future.
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The Learning and Teaching of Algebra
The Nature of Algebra
Before considering the effects of using graphics calculators in college algebra, it 
would seem appropriate to discuss the nature of algebra. To many students algebra is 
merely a blur of symbols, letters and cumbers, that are grouped together in all kinds of 
arrangements (Kieran, 1989). Sometimes these numbers and variables appear as 
expressions to be added or subtracted or combined or simplified in some other way; 
sometimes they appear in equations and inequalities to be solved for a certain letter. The 
student may gain some experience in graphing such equations, but, on the whole, 
understanding of the links between the graphical representation and the given equation is 
not cultivated, as Herscovics (1989) points out. Students often have little or no idea what 
algebra is for in the first place (Booth, 1990), and, thus, it is not surprising that they may 
find studying such a topic less than worthwhile.
For a formal discussion of the nature of algebra, Wagner and Kieran (1989) 
present three major perspectives on the subject. First, it may be viewed as a generalized 
arithmetic, with the focus either on the link between algebra and its numerical referents or 
on the structural aspects of the number system. Secondly, algebra is certainly a 
representation system, involving numbers, tetters, and graphs. The solution of word 
problems becomes a major concern as algebraic skills are utilized to translate words into 
other kinds of mathematical symbols and representations. Thirdly, algebra is a set of 
rules. It is in this realm, particularly, that the student can become cither a passive learner, 
who simply is taught the rules, or an active participant in the discovery of algebraic rules.
Eablgni in Learning Airefrra
Where do the problems in learning algebra seem greatest? According to Kieran 
(1989) problems in students’ early learning of algebra center on the meaning of letters, the
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shift to a set of conventions different from those used in arithmetic, and the recognition 
and use of structure. The equality relationship between the right- and left-hand side of an 
equation is often not understood by students, leading to serious problems in all areas of 
algebraic topics. An incorrect understanding of variables and arithmetic operations on 
them may lead a student to reduce a + b + c/ a + b to c. .Although these are common 
errors for beginning algebra students, the fact that they often persist throughout a student's 
high school career and on into collegiate courses is indeed cause for concern. In making 
this type of error, it is clear that the student does not understand the basic difference 
between common terms and common factors and how they must be handled.
The problems that students have in learning algebra have been classified into 
cognitive categories by Herscovics (1989). One source of cognitive obstacles to student 
learning may be the mode of instruction. For example, if the presentation of the 
information is too formal, the student may not be able to bridge the gap between what is 
already known and the new content being introduced. Obstacles may also be 
epistemological in nature and can be of several kinds such as the tendency to rely on 
deceptive intuitive experiences and the tendency to generalize, or problems may be 
caused by natural language. In this area, Herscovics refers to Bachclard's work as a 
hallmark. Another class of obstacles are those associated with the learner's process of 
accommodation. Since each learner’s mind is unique, this obstacle is perhaps the most 
pcdagogicaliy challenging.
Two areas of particular concern to the researcher in the learning and teaching of 
algebra arc the usefulness of graphs of equations and the study of functions. The 
literature is full of references to these topics as mathematicians attempt to sort out what 
difficulties students have with these topics in particular and what teachers can do to 
alleviate the problems (Herscovics, 1989; Kaput, 1989; Thorpe, 1989). Since algebra
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teachers generally believe that a visual representation of an equation should make it easier 
for students to understand algebra, it becomes a great source of frustration to realize that 
students often have a very limited understanding of graphs. Although the investigation of 
graphs promises to be very beneficial in the study of functions, students may have little 
success in making those connections as well.
In discussing the problems associated with graphs of equations in two variables, 
Herscovics (1989) identifies several problem areas. First, students may have difficulty 
constructing axes and scales, even for simple number lines. If this is the case, one can 
imagine the confusion that might exist for the student when faced with two axes in a 
Cartesian coordinate system. Second, the transition to continuous graphs may be a 
concept with which students struggle. Kerslakc (1981) asked n  , M and 15 y » old 
students in British secondary schools to plot some points that should all lie on a straight 
line in the Cartesian plane. Only 19.6% of the 15-year-old students thought that the 
straight line was made up of an infinite set of points; about 10% of them thought that 
there were "hundreds" or "lots" of points on the line. Third, even graphing linear 
equations sometimes poses problems for students. They do not always make the 
association between pairs of numbers that form solutions to an equation and transforming 
these numbers into pairs of coordinates. Finally, Herscovics discusses the difficulties 
students have in interpreting graphs, which centers on their inability to perceive globally 
or to interpret what the domain, range, and end behaviors of the graph are.
TcacfringAl&cbra
How are the difficulties that students have in the learning of algebra to be 
addressed in the teaching of its content? First, Sutherland (1991) takes serious issue with 
Herscovics' (1989) cognitive obstacles. She explains her opinion as follows:
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This view of teaching, inextricably linked to the idea of overcoming cognitive 
obstacles needs to be reassessed. It is in sharp contrast to the more Vygotskian 
idea that knowledge is socially constructed by pupils within the classroom, (p. 41) 
According to Sutherland (1991), students should be encouraged to interact with 
the language of mathematics while working at their computers and exploring mathematics 
through such programs as LOGO or Function Analyzer. The idea that a student is locked 
into a certain level of understanding mathematics by individual cognitive development 
should be replaced by the teacher’s willingness to increase the referential teaching of 
algebra and to link notation systems dynamically (Kaput, 1989).
Instead of teaching algebra in a simple, logical, step-bv-step sequence, a more 
holistic approach may actually be the solution to many of the problems students 
encounter. The plan would be to "use global/holistic insight to provide a context for 
relational understanding of logical/sequential processing" (Tall, 1989, p. 41). To 
accomplish this type of global/holistic approach, teachers should introduce mathematical 
situations which require more lengthy consideration than many of the algebraic problems 
that students are often currently presented (Barbeau, 1991). The context of these 
situations needs to be one that the students can relate to in their own intellectual and 
experiential senses, according to Milton (1988). Classroom discussion is an important 
component of this style of teaching, and student interaction as well as teacher-student 
interaction must be encouraged, even after the "right" answer is found (Barbeau, 1991; 
Milton, 1988). Experimentation is another critical element of the holistic approach, for it 
not only helps students find patterns in mathematics, but it also can point out where 
patterns do not exist. This search for patterns is strongly advocated by both Milton and 
Booth.
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How does technology relate to this holistic approach? It would appear that they 
are perfect complements to each other. Demana and Waits (1990) explain it in this 
maimer:
Technology can help students think more deeply about mathematics, facilitate 
generalization, empower students to solve difficult problems, furnish concrete 
links between geometry and algebra, algebra and statistics, and real problem 
situations and associated mathematical mo-dels. (p. 28)
The holistic approach fosters experimentation and discovery, and the technology 
of the computer and the graphics calculator lias the advantage of computational speed and 
visual representation so that students may work through and look at many examples and 
non-examples as they build concepts (Foley, 1990a). For example, as students study 
functions and seek to understand the relationship between the "parent” function and those 
functions in its "family," graphing technology enables the student to view as many of 
these related functions as necessary to make the relationship clear (Hirsch, Weinhold, & 
Nichols, 1991). Graphing, once a tedious activity for most, becomes a means to explore, 
to solve problems, and to monitor pencil-and-paper results as discussed by Dick (1992).
There are also a number of hidden skills that students must acquire if they are to 
be successful users of graphing technology as detailed by Day (1993). First, they will 
need to develop a mental toolkit of functions and what they basically should look like 
when they are graphed and what their complete behavior is, even for very large or small 
values of the variable. To use graphing in problem solving, the student may actually need 
to perform more analysis of the problem and make more decisions about what to do with 
it. Connecting algebraic, graphical, and numerical representations will demand careful 
and insightful thought. Thus, using the new technology in the learning and teaching of
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algebra should not be viewed as some type of a shortcut method, but rather as a means to 
challenge st ients to extend their understanding to the maximum limits.
Prior Research on Use of Technology, and Especially Graphics 
Calculators, in the Teaching of Mathematics
There are many changes forecasted for algebra in the year 2000 as noted by Fey 
(1989). Certainly there will continue to be more hardware and software. New goals will 
be set in the areas of connecting skills and understanding; using functions and relations in 
solving real-world problems; increasing the complexity of the problems attempted; and 
utilizing algorithms, recursion, and successive approximations. The existing areas of 
difficulty for students in the learning of algebra coupled with these new goals suggest use 
of the technology to help remedy, or at least alleviate, as many of these problems as 
possible and to help students meet the new challenges.
Why is the use of computers, and especially calculators, in the classroom 
becoming more acceptable to mathematicians, educators, and the public at this point in 
time? One reason may be that the research supports their use as the results of the 
following studies and projects indicate.
Hembree and Dessart (1992) reported on their meta-analysis of 79 experiments 
and relational investigations on the effects of calculator use in precollege mathematics 
prior to 1984. These researchers concluded that "the preponderance of research evidence 
supports the fact that calculator use for instruction and testing enhances learning and the 
performance of arithmetical concepts and skills, problem solving, and attitudes of 
students" (p. 30). Hembree and Dessart viewed the recently developed graphics calculator 
as a significant tool to be used in mathematics instruction. In an unpublished study 
referred to by Hembree and Dessart conducted at Brighton High School, Salt Lake City, 
73 students used the graphics calculator in advanced algebra during a semester. When
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end-of-semester test scores v/ere compared to those of 184 of their peers who did not use 
this tool, the graphics calculator group showed a 19% advantage.
A project conducted in 1984 by the University of Maryland's mathematics 
department developed a computer-intensive curriculum and instructional meth \is lor a 
high school elementary algebra class Students were given calculators and had access to 
computers. A computer with a large-screen monitor was available in the classroom and 
could be used throughout the class period. Lynch, Fischer, and Green (1989) described 
the wide range of unique instructional activities and positive outcomes that occurred 
during this three-year fieldwork project. Each significant idea or method was usually 
introduced in the context of a realistic situation, with students going on to conduct 
explorations of key concepts in small groups or with a partner in the computer lab.
These activities kept the students motivated and focused on using math to represent 
interesting situational questions; on choosing appropriate calculations, tables, or graphs; 
and on interpreting results. In this setting students increased their ability to express 
mathematical ideas orally and in writing. Not only did they become better listeners, but 
they also became flexible and willing to take risks in problem-solving situations. The 
project enabled students to become more independent, self-directed learners and helped 
them fine tune their problem-solving skills.
A study conducted by Estes (1990) examined the effect of implementing graphics 
calculators and computer technologies as instructional tools in Applied Calculus. Five 
surveys given to the students indicated that for the most part the students believed the 
calculators and computers were helpful in their learning, but only if they knew how to use 
them. They also indicated a preference for the calculator technology, and many would 
have liked to have had an opportunity to learn college algebra using these means. The
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experimental group scored significantly higher on conceptual achievement than did the 
control group. No significant differences were found for procedural achievement
A study done by Giamati (1991) on the effect of using graphics calculators on 
students’ understandings of variations on a family of equations and the transformations of 
their graphs provided interesting, and somewhat surprising, results. One hundred 
twenty-six students enrolled in precalculus were involved in the study. Approximately 
85% of these students were African-American. Analyses of the students' 
conceptualizations on open-ended mathematical questions and anecdotal information 
obtained through classroom observations and interviews showed that the control group 
was better at sketching functions; understanding translations, stretches, and shrinks; and 
describing parameter variations. Those students in the treatment group who had poorly 
and partially formed links between graphs and equations were further distracted by 
learning how to use the graphing utility. Those students in the treatment group who 
initially had solidly formed conceptual links were not particularly aided by the graphics 
calculators in their understanding of stretches, shrinks, and translations. One definitive 
recommendation of the study was that constructing tables of functional pairs of numbers 
was needed for students to develop conceptual links between graphs and equations.
In Rich's doctoral study (1991), the effects of using graphics calculators on the 
learning of function concepts in two treatment classes of precalculus were compared to 
those in three control groups. Qualitative, and, where appropriate, quantitative analyses 
were done of classroom observations and interview data. Although the study did not 
provide evidence of an overall achievement effect of graphics calculator instruction, the 
learning of graphing concepts generally impacted positively, with treatment students 
better understanding the connections between equations and their graphs and tending to 
view graphs more globally. It should be noted, though, that there was a somewhat
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negative effect on paper-and-pencil procedures for finding slope and verifying the 
trigonometric identities in the treatment sections. Teachers in the treatment sections 
tended, by the end of the year, to use more exploration techniques in their classes, 
encouraging their students to do more conjecturing, generalizing, and estimating. They 
also asked more higher-level questions of their students.
The Ohio State University Calculator and Computer Precalculus (C2PC) Project 
was described by Foley (1990b) as a three-year field-based project aimed at developing a 
precalculus course that was rich in problems and which took full advantage of interactive 
computer graphics technology. Even though there is a tremendous need for students to be 
able to interpret and use graphs in today's world, many students are not capable of doing 
this. One of the aims of this project was to improve student understanding of functions, 
graphs, and analytical geometry through the use of interactive graphing. Not surprisingly, 
active involvement of the students, lots of verbal interaction, revisitation of problems, and 
the use of informal mathematical language were instructional principles followed.
For Browning's doctoral study (1988), an assessment instrument was developed to 
determine and characterize levels of graphical understanding based on the responses of 
over 200 precalculus students. The sample consisted of two groups—a control group and 
group which were involved in the Ohio State University C2PC Project. The C2PC group 
had significantly higher means than the control group in the posttest.
In another doctoral study completed by Farrell (1989), an observation instrument 
was used to note teacher and student roles, teaching activities, and learning activities 
which occurred in the Ohio State C2PC classrooms. Analysis of 36 videotaped lessons 
by two trained observers revealed that, when technology was used, students took on a 
wider variety of roles, and teachers played more of a consultant role and were "task 
setters" and "explainers" less often. Students were less passive when technology was
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being used and were observed to work more often in groups, consulting with each other 
on the problems at hand.
A study by Harvey (1990) involved a single section of college algebra during the 
fall of 1988. The text chosen for use in the class was Precalculus Mathematics: A 
Graphing Approach by Demana and Waits; a graphics tool called Master Grapher by the 
same authors was also utilized. A statistically significant increase (p < .001) in mean 
achievement was noted from the pretest (mean = 8.76) to the posttest (mean = 13.31) on a 
25-item algebra test that was given to the 27 students in the class.
Army's research (1992) involved using graphics calculators in the teaching of a 
college level trigonometry course. The findings did not show proof of any achievement 
gains in the students, but there was evidence of positive effects on students' attitudes 
toward the usefulness of mathematics, the usefulness of graphics calculators in 
investigating and solving problems, and the value of applications in combination with 
studying mathematical concepts and solving realistic problems. The emphasis shifted 
from algebraic manipulation and proof to graphical investigation, and many times 
students chose to solve problems graphically. There was also an increase in student 
interaction in classes where the graphics calculator was used.
Thomasson (1993) studied the effects of various treatments using graphics 
calculators on achievement and attitude of college students enrolled in elementary 
algebra. The three groups studied were divided into the following: (1) total calculator 
use, (2) partial calculator use (in class only and not on tests), and (3) no calculator use by 
teacher or students. Although students in the total calculator use group did perform better 
on posttests of achievement, the differences were not significant at the .05 level. A 
positive calculator attitude change was found in the total calculator use group.
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Chandler (1993) performed a study to gather information on the achievement of 
high school precalculus students who used graphics calculators for their work with 
transformation of functions. In this pretest-posttest control group design, four classes 
made up the control group, and five classes were in the treatment group. Three teachers 
and 173 students participated in the study for a two-week period. At the end of that time, 
the adjusted mean of the treatment group’s posttest scores was found to be significantly 
higher than that of the control group.
A study of the impact of the graphics calculator on the instruction of trigonometric 
functions in precalculus classes was completed by Hail (1993). No significant differences 
were found between the control and treatment groups on an achievement posttest. Hall 
speculated that a variety of limitations of the study, such as sample size, unit brevity, lack 
of randomization, non-equivalent classes, student attitudes, and lack of supervision, may 
prevent generalization of these results to other student populations.
Emese (1993) studied the effects of guided discovery style teaching and graphics 
calculator use in a three-group experimental design study involving university freshmen 
enrolled in a differential calculus course. Group 1 students used graphics calculators and 
the discovery approach. Group 2 students used graphics calculators without the discovery 
approach. Group 3 students were involved in traditional instruction. The results of a 
questionnaire completed by the students suggested that discovery style teaching was a 
viable alternative for at least part of the new material. No instructional method proved 
superior to any other when student posttest achievement scores were compared.
Although relatively few studies on the effects of graphics calculators have been 
done, and the existing studies show varied results, numerous studies support the 
instructional use of calculators in general and other technologies such as computers.
Prasad (1982) examined over 50 studies and reviews regarding calculators in
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mathematics. These studies and reviews indicated that the calculator helps teaching and 
learning in almost all areas of mathematics and at all levels of schooling. In the 
preceding paragraphs, a number of studies performed using computers as instructional 
tools has also provided evidence of their value.
Current Use of Graphics Calculators in Teaching Mathematics 
In spite of studies which support the use of technology, instructional tools are 
desperately needed in teaching mathematics. Ralston ( i 990) believes that computers 
themselves have so significantly changed the shape of knowledge and whai subject matter 
is important to teach that technology must be used. The effective use of calculators and 
computers can help focus student attention on higher-order learning and reduce or remove 
instruction on skills and techniques, replacing it with concept building, problem solving, 
and insight and intuition development (Harvey, 1990). For those who believe that 
calculators of any kind are detrimental to students' learning, attention should be directed 
to this quote from Everybody Counts, in which the Mathematical Sciences Education 
Board (MSEB) and the National Research Council (1989) report the following:
Students who use calculators (cam traditional arithmetic as well as those who do 
not use calculators and emerge from elementary school with better problem 
solving skills and much belter attitudes about mathematics. . .  Although 
calculators and computers will not necessarily cause students to think for 
themselves, they can provide an environment in which student-generated 
mathematical ideas can thrive, (pp. 48,62-63)
Several excellent articles have been written by mathematicians that illustrate the 
powerful, positive impact that function graphers, whethe. they are computers or hand­
held graphics calculators, can have on student learning of specific topics. Kissane (1992) 
has students use function graphers to find the roots of a function, solve a system of
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equations, find relative extrema of a function, check trigonometric identities, find some 
limits of functions, and decide whether a sequence is convergent or divergent.
Waits and Demana (1989) point out the benefits of using a computer-graphing 
based approach to the solving of inequalities. At a higher mathematical level, these 
mathematicians (Demana & Waits, 1989) also suggest the easy accessibility provided by 
graphics calculators to the graphs of polar and parametric equations.
Polynomials can be explored with graphics calculators to find patterns and to 
develop the students' understandings of the relationship between algebraic and geometric 
form (Ruthven, 1989). Decker (1989) is excited about the possibilities of having his 
students "discover" calculus with the aid of the graphing capabilities of computers. In 
every case, the function grapher can be used to investigate, simulate, and solve important 
real-world problems. The age of discovery is revitalized as students are encouraged to 
explore, to construct their own understanding of functions.
The graphics calculator is described by Dion (1990) as a tool for critical thinking. 
In addition to graphing functions and utilizing the zoom-in feature to find roots and solve 
equations and inequalities intuitively, the graphics calculator might also be used to 
confirm solutions found algebraically by comparing the graphs of the left- and right-hand 
side of an equation. With this kind of visual proof available, students may be able to 
troubleshoot for their own algebraic errors.
Summary
In all areas of the literature, the graphics calculator is presented as n technology 
that, at least, deserves attention and investigation. Hie MCTM wholeheartedly endorses 
its use in the classroom, perhaps as early as the upper elementary grades. The full impact 
that die graphics calculator will have on the learning and teaching of algebra still remains 
to be seen. The difficulties that students have in grappling with algebraic concepts may
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diminish if the holistic approach, which stresses experimentation on real-world problems, 
is attempted by more mathematics educators. Those individuals who have tried this 
approach and/or who have incorporated graphics calculator technology into their 
instruction generally report good results, if not always in achievement gain, in positive 




The study was done to determine the effects of student use of graphics calculators 
in college algebra classes on the learning of algebraic concepts and especially on those 
involving graphing skills. The students involved in the study were enrolled in a 16-week 
semester course in college algebra and were randomly assigned to a treatment section in 
which graphics calculators were used or to a control section in which graphics calculators 
were not used. The mean scores on a researcher-constructed posttest of algebraic 
concepts of the students using graphics calculators were compared to the mean scores of 
those not using graphics calculators, taking into account scores on a pretreatment 
measure. Also, the mean scores of the students in the treatment and control sections on 
four different researcher-constructed unit tests were compared to determine if significant 
differences existed. The mean scores of these students on specific algebraic concepts 
were also compared. Survey responses were also tabulated to determine the students’ 
self-perceptions of their understanding of algebraic concepts at the completion of the 
study.
The design of the study will be reported in this chapter under the following topic 
headings: (1) The Sample, (2) The Research Setting, (3) The Teaching Procedures,
(4) The Evaluation Instruments, and (5) The Statistical Analysis.
The Sample
The original sample of students for this study, which was conducted during spring 
semester 1993 at a four year university in a midwestem city, included 138 names. These 
students had registered for college algebra to be taught either at 10:00 a.m. or 11:00 am.
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on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. By random assignment, 35 of these students were 
assigned to a treatment section meeting at 10:00 a.m. and another 35 were assigned to a 
treatment section meeting at 11:00 a.m. The remaining 34 students for each of these two 
time periods were assigned to a control section. During the first week of the course, the 
following numbers were actually found in attendance:
1. Thirty-three students in the 10:00 a.m. treatment section,
2. Thirty-three students in the 10:00 a.m. control section,
3. Thirty-four students in the 11:00 a.m. treatment section, and
4. Twenty-nine students in the 11:00 a.m. control section.
By the end of the semester, the class lists reflected the following student numbers 
enrolled:
1. Twenty students in the 10:00 a.m. treatment section with one not taking 
the final exam,
2. Twenty-two students in the 10:00 a.m. control section with three not taking the 
final exam,
3. Twenty-one students in the 11:00 a.m. treatment section, and
4. Sixteen students in the 11:00 a.m. control section with three not taking the 
final exam.
All prospective college algebra students met a given standard on the mathematics 
department placement test or a predetermined ACT or SAT math score. The 
mathematical backgrounds of the students in the study were diverse, ranging from 
students who had completed two years of high school algebra to those who had 
completed an additional two or three years of advanced mathematics at the high school 
level. Additionally, students whose high school mathematics was not sufficient to meet 
college algebra prerequisites had completed introductory or intermediate algebra courses
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at the college level. The students had had varying levels of success in past mathematics 
courses as evidenced by their grades in these courses and student self-reports. The scores 
of students on the mathematics department placement test also revealed diversity in 
current mastery of algebraic concepts. The majority of the students in the study were 
between the ages of 18 and 24.
The participation of each student in the study was contingent upon the submission 
of a consent form signed by the student.
The Research Setting
The study was conducted at a midwestem university with a student body 
numbering approximately 11,000. The students involved in the study were enrolled in a 
college algebra course which typically was taught by graduate teaching assistants from 
the mathematics department. The mathematics department itself consisted of 14 full-time 
tenured faculty, five lecturers, and 12 graduate teaching assistants. The courses taught by 
this department ranged from intermediate algebra to such graduate courses as 
Introduction to Algebra and Topology and Introduction to Analysis. The coursework 
offered through the department could lead to the B.S., B.A., and B.S.Ed. degrees with a 
major in mathematics or the M.S. (thesis and nonthesis options) and M.Ed. degrees with a 
major in mathematics.
The study was conducted during the spring semester 1993. Approximately 350 
students were enrolled in college algebra classes taught by 11 graduate teaching assistants 
and one lecturer with maximum enrollments of 35 students per section.
The teachers involved in the study were the researcher and one other graduate 
teaching assistant. The researcher had previously completed an M.S. in Education degree 
with a major in mathematics, had 20 years of teaching experience in secondary and 
postsecondary mathematics classes, and was currently working on a Ph.D. in Teaching
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and Learning. The other teacher received her M.S. degree with a major in mathematics at 
the end of the semester in which the study was conducted. Her teaching experience had 
been as a graduate teaching assistant during the previous two years. The chairman of the 
mathematics department suggested her as the individual to work with the researcher 
because of their similarity in teaching style and attitude toward students. This teacher 
also expressed an interest in the study and a willingness to work closely with the 
researcher, which would be essential to the success of the study. The researcher taught 
the two treatment (graphics calculator) sections while the other teacher was responsible 
for the control (non-graphics calculator) sections.
The Teaching Procedures
The two treatment sections for this study were taught at 10:00 a.m. and at 11:00 
a.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for 16 weeks during the spring semester 1993. 
The two control sections were also taught at 10:00 and 11:00 a.m. during the same 
semester.
The researcher and the other instructor involved in the study met prior to the 
beginning of the semester and agreed on the following points:
1. The same textbook would be used in all sections.
2. The same sections from each chapter in the text would be taught.
3. Concepts would be explained in the same manner in all sections except that the 
treatment sections would also utilize their graphics calculators in understanding and 
building algebraic concepts.
4. The same assignments from the text would be given in all sections.
5. The same unit tests and posttest would be given in all sections on the same
day.
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On the first day of class the students who had registered for the 10:00 a.m. or 
11:00 a.m. college algebra sections were asked to check the class lists outside their 
designated classroom to find out where they were to report for class. This did not create 
any difficulty since the treatment and control sections were taught in adjacent rooms.
Roll was called in each classroom to insure that students were in the correct classroom 
according to the random assignment that had been done by the researcher.
During the first class session the syllabus for the course was distributed in both 
the treatment sections and the control sections. It was also explained to the students that 
they were going to be part of a study on the improvement of instruction of college algebra 
if they should choose to give their consent. A letter and consent form prepared by the 
researcher were given to all students and discussed. This letter and form had been 
approved by the university's Institutional Review Board, and a copy may be found in 
Appendix A. Students were clearly informed that they would be taking the same tests 
and covering the same content as others involved in the study. They were also informed 
that the researcher would need access to their math ACT scores and all college algebra 
test scores for the semester. After this information had been explained, students were 
asked to sign and date the consent form indicating their willingness to participate and 
hand it back to their instructor that day. All students in the study also took the 
mathematics department placement test on the first day of class.
During the first week of class, the instructors explained to the students the 
expectations regarding the use of calculators. The students in the control sections were 
allowed to use calculators of their choice in completing homework assignments and 
in-class tests but were asked to refrain from the use of graphics calculators both in and 
out of class during the semester. The decision had been made prior to the beginning of 
the study that any control student who chose to use a graphics calculator would be
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encouraged to switch to the treatment section. Such individuals could also choose to stay 
in the control section. In either case, their test data would be kept separate from the rest. 
This did not pose a problem since all students in the control sections chose to use 
calculators that did not have graphics capabilities.
The students in the treatment sections were given TI-81 graphics calculators and 
handbooks to use both in and out of class for the 16-week semester. Since these 
calculators were on loan from Texas Instruments, the students were required to sign an 
agreement indicating that they would be charged for the cost of the calculator ($69) if it 
were not returned in good condition upon their withdrawal from the course or completion 
of the final exam. These students worked extensively with the graphics calculators 
during class periods and were to use them outside of class as they completed homework 
assignments. In addition, they were required to use them on all tests given in the class.
The TI-81 graphics calculator performs all of the same functions as a scientific 
calculator; in addition, it has the capability to display graphs of a wide variety of 
equations. For this reason, it has a larger display screen and is slightly larger than a 
typical scientific calculator.
The text used in all sections was Fundamentals of College Algebra. Seventh 
Edition by Earl W. Swokowski. The general course outline and topics covered were as 
follows:
Weeks 1-4: Chapter 1 and first half of Chapter 2 - Fundamental concepts of 
algebra including work with exponents and radicals, algebraic and fractional expressions, 
and binomial theorem; linear and quadratic equations; complex numbers.
Weeks 5-8: Last half of Chapter 2 and all of Chapter 3 - Miscellaneous equations, 
inequalities, functions and graphs including work with operations on functions, inverse 
functions, and variation.
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Weeks 9-11: Chapters 4 and 5 omitting 4.6,4.7, and 5.6 - Polynomial functions 
including work with graphs and zeros of polynomials, exponential and logarithmic 
functions.
Weeks 12-15: Chapter 6 omitting 6.4 and 6.10 - Systems of equations and 
inequalities including work with matrices and determinants.
Week 16: Section 7.2,7.3 - Summation and sequences.
Throughout the semester the researcher and the other instructor met frequently to 
discuss the teaching of the concepts in this outline. The researcher wrote the assignment 
sheets in close consultation with the other instructor, and these were used in all sections. 
The topics covered and assignments made were completed according to the same time 
schedule in all sections. Every effort was made to insure that students received the same 
exposure to and explanation of the material being covered with the exception that the 
students in the treatment sections had additional involvement with their graphics 
calculators.
No instruction on the use of graphics calculators was provided in the control 
sections. In contrast, the researcher gave demonstrations in the treatment sections using a 
view screen and a TI-81 graphics calculator. The view screen, which also was on loan 
from Texas Instruments, had a special modified graphics calculator which could be 
attached to it. This visual aid could then be used in conjunction with an overhead 
projector to display on the large screen in the room whatever was displayed on the 
calculator screen. Throughout the semester, students were asked to use their graphics 
calculators during class lectures and discussions and to perform the same procedures on 
their calculators as the researcher was demonstrating with the view screen.
The following is a summary of the precautions that were taken to maintain 
comparability between the treatment and control sections:
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1. Instruction was done in the morning for all sections.
2. The amount of instructional time was kept constant for all sections.
3. The same textbook was used in all sections.
4. The same assignments from the text were given in all sections.
5. Instructors involved in the study had similar teaching styles.
6. Students were randomly assigned to a treatment or a control section. 
Supplemental activities and worksheets designed for use with the graphics
calculator were also assigned to the students in the treatment sections. Sometimes these 
worksheets were used as a basis for an in-class activity; at other times they were given as 
homework. The following worksheets in order of use were from Investigative Activities 
for the TI-81 Calculator by Phillip E. Duren:
1. Overview of the TI-81
2. #16 Solving Radical Equations
3. #1 Equations and Their Graphs
4. #2 Graphing Lines: Slope
5. #3 Graphing Lines: y-intercept
6. #5 Parallel and Perpendicular Lines
7. #14 Locating Solutions to Quadratic Equations
8. #15 Determining the Number of Solutions to a Quadratic Equation
9. #12 Graphing Quadratic Functions
10. #6 Finding Solutions to Systems of Equations
11. #7 Determining the Number of Solutions of a System of Equations 
Additional activities were used from Graphing Calculator Activities: Exploring
Topics in Algebra 1 and II by Charles Lund and Edwin Anderson. They included the 
following:
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1. #1 Graphing Lines of the Form y = mx
2. #2 Graphing Lines of the Form y = mx + b
3. #4 Name That Equation
4. #14 Exponential Functions y = bx
5. #19 Polynomial Functions of the Form y = axn
6. #20 Finding the Number of Real Roots by Graphing
7. #24 Graphing Parabolas
8. #2 Parabolas Defined by y = ax~ + bx + c
9. #15 Exponential Functions y = b "x
10. #16 Exponential Functions y = e51
11. #17 Logarithmic Functions y = log^x
12. #18 Exponential Challenges
13. #6 Graphing Linear Inequalities
14. #7 Name That Inequality
15. #9 Simultaneous Linear Equations
16. #10 Mix It Up
Several other supplemental activities used were created by Brian Peterman of 
Lakewood Community College, White Bear Lake, Minnesota. These included such 
topics as families of functions, vertical stretches, transformations of functions, graphs of 
polynomial functions, and logarithmic properties.
The Evaluation Instruments
The pretreatment measure used in this study was the mathematics placement test 
which is given by the university’s mathematics department. This placement test is a 
standardized, national placement test, which has been constructed by the Mathematics 
Association of America. To preserve the integrity of the test, a copy may not be
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published in this dissertation nor in any other public document. The form given to the 
students was the Basic Algebra (BA) test. The cutoffs for placement into College 
Algebra at the university where this study was conducted are determined by that 
institution’s mathematics department The test itself is comprised of 25 multiple choice 
questions, and the lowest score that allows placement into a regular, three-day per week 
college algebra section is 14. Students with math ACT scores of 20 and above are not 
required to take the placement rest and may register for College Algebra without any 
pretesting.
Since some students did not have BA placement test scores, all students 
participating in the study were given this test on the first day of class; these were the 
scores that were used for the pretreatment measure. The time allotment for the test was 
30 minutes, with no use of calculators. The mean scores for this test for the treatment and 
control groups are reported in chapter 5.
The mean scores on the math ACT for the students in the treatment and control 
groups who had taken this test prior to admission to the university were also computed 
and are reported in chapter 5. This could not, however, be used as a pretreatment 
measure since not all students had taken the ACT.
The construction of the four unit tests and the posttest was the primary 
responsibility of the researcher, but these tests were written in close consultation with the 
instructor who worked with the control groups.
These tests were designed to measure achievement on algebraic concepts studied 
in each unit as well as the specific concepts listed in research question 3 in chapter 1.
The test items were developed by using and/or revising items used on previous college 
algebra exams prepared by the researcher during the fall semester and designing new test
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items by investigating and incorporating ideas from a variety of problems from college 
algebra texts, and especially those using a graphing approach.
Test I, given three and one-half weeks after the beginning of the semesrer, 
included questions on many review topics and could be titled Fundamental Concepts of 
Algebra. It consisted of 16 items with #1-5 worth 4 points each, #6-12 worth 6 points 
each, #13 worth 8 points, and #14-16 worth 10 points each. A copy of this test can be 
found in Appendix B.
Test II was given at the beginning of the eighth week of the semester and tested 
the students’ abilities to work with miscellaneous equations, inequalities, and functions 
and graphs. It also consisted of 16 items with #1 worth 2 points, #2-5 worth 4 points 
each, #6-12 worth 6 points each, and #13-16 worth 10 points each. A copy of this test 
can be found in Appendix C.
Approximately 12 weeks from the beginning of the semester. Test III was given. 
Its areas of emphasis included polynomial, logarithmic, and exponential functions. The 
16 items on Test III followed this breakdown: #1-3 worth 4 points each, #4-6 worth 5 
points each, #7-11 worth 6 points each, #12 worth 7 points, #13-14 worth 8 points each, 
and #15-16 worth 10 points each. A copy of this test can be found in Appendix D.
Test IV was given at the beginning of the sixteenth week and consisted of 11 
items with #1-2 worth 4 points each, #3-4 worth 6 points each, #5-9 worth 10 points each, 
and #10-11 worth 15 points each. Questions on this test focused on systems of equations 
and inequalities. A copy of this test can be found in Appendix E.
Each of these unit tests was worth a total of 100 points and was given in a one- 
hour time period. Students in the treatment sections were required to use TI-81 graphics 
calculators when taking the tests; those in the control sections could use any type of 
calculator other than a graphics calculator.
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The posttest consisted of 31 questions and was completed in a two-hour time 
period. This test was made up of O» ro parts with the first part consisting of six questions 
with a 30-minute time period allowed for completion. These questions required the 
students to draw graphs of equations and functions or to interpret a given graph in some 
manner. None of the students were allowed to use calculators for this portion of the test, 
which was worth 30 points. The second part of the test consisted of 25 questions with 
#1-2 worth 2 points each, #3-5 worth 3 points each, #6-11 worth 4 points each, #12-16 
worth 5 points each, #17-23 worth 6 points each, and #24-25 worth 10 points each. 
Ninety minutes were allowed for completion of this portion of the posttest, which was 
worth 124 points, and required students to use calculators as described in the preceding 
paragraph. This posttest was worth 154 points total, and a copy of it can be found in 
Appendix F.
Before these tests were given to the students, a number of individuals were asked 
to review the tests and comment on difficulty of problems, length of test, and any other 
pertinent information. The other graduate teaching assistants and lecturer who were 
teaching college algebra at the time were asked for such feedback as were several 
mathematics professors from the department. This input was used to make test revisions, 
which resulted in tests with acceptable reliability as can be noted in the results reported in 
chapter 4.
The researcher and other instructor involved in the study worked cooperatively in 
deciding on the point values for problems on the tests and precisely how these items 
should be graded for accuracy and completeness. The researcher was responsible for 
grading the treatment group tests; the other instructor graded the control group tests. 
When either individual had a question on the grading of a particular question, the other
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was consulted and a joint decision was made. Every attempt was made to insure that the 
scoring of the papers was consistently and objectively done.
Two surveys were prepared and given to the treatment and control groups students 
to help in answering research question 4 regarding the students' self-perceptions of their 
understanding of algebraic concepts upon completion of the course. Copies of the two 
surveys may be found in Appendices G and H. Specific treatment group responses to 
question 1 of the survey may be found in Appendix I. These responses are included since 
they best reflect the students' self-perceptions of their understanding of algebraic concepts 
after completing the college algebra course. Responses to other survey questions may be 
requested from and will be provided by the researcher.
Both groups were asked to respond to the following questions:
1. Did the calculator you used this semester have any effect on how well you 
learned the algebraic concepts for this course? Explain your answer.
2. Did you ever spend any extra time on homework assignments doing things 
with the problems that were not required? If so, what kinds of extra activities did you do? 
Estimate how much extra time you might have spent.
The treatment group students were asked to answer an additional four questions 
regarding their current graphing skills, reaction to the graphics calculator used during the 
study, and evaluation of the graphics calculator activities.
The Statistical Analysis
Scores for each student participating in the study were obtained for the 
mathematics placement test, the unit tests, and the posttest. These scores served as the 
basis for the statistical analysis of the study which included the calculations of the means 
and standard deviations; the application of t tests to the mean scores of the groups; the 
application of the analysis of covariance to the posttest, using the placement exam as the
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covariate; and a repeated measures analysis with trend analysis. Responses to a survey 
completed by the students at the end of the study were aiso tabulated, and percentages 
were computed, indicating amount of negative or positive response for the questions.
t tests were used to determine if the mean scores for the treatment and control 
groups differed significantly from each other on the placement exam, on each unit test, on 
the posttest, and on specific questions dealing with the concepts listed in research 
question 3. The assumptions that underlie the t test are that the scores should come from 
two independent random samples, that the two groups are equally variable, and that the 
scores in both groups are normally distributed.
To determine if significant differences existed between the mean scores of the two 
groups on the posttest, an analysis of covariance was completed, using the placement 
exam as the covariate. This procedure takes into account the correlation between the 
pretreatment measure and the posttest and removes the effect of the concomitant variable 
or covariate. The ANCOVA can be desc ribed as a test of significance for the unique 
contribution of the group membership variable to the prediction of the score in die 
presence of the covariate.
For the repeated measures design, measures are taken at specified intervals on 
several instructional methods to determine the differential effect of those methods over 
time. In this study, the scores of the treatment and control groups were the measures 
taken at completion of each unit and at the end of the study in order to measure the effect 
of the trend.
Several analyses were performed on the researcher-constructed unit tests and 
posttest. Cronbach's alpha coefficient was used to determine internal consistency or 
reliability for each of the tests. Factor analysis was also completed for each test, and a
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correlation analysis was done to determine if any substantial relationships existed 
between the placement exam, math ACT scores, and researcher-constructed tests.
CHAPTER IV
TEST CONSTRUCTION RELIABILITY AND OTHER TEST ANALYSIS RESULTS
This chapter contains the results of the reliability analysis for each of the four unit 
tests and the posttest which were given to the students participating in this study. Results 
of using Cronbach's alpha coefficient, which in many cases reduces to the 
Kuder-Richardson (K-R20) formula, to determine internal consistency for each of these 
tests and the results of a factor analysis for each test are presented. In addition, the results 
of a correlation analysis involving the math ACT test, math placement test, and the 
researcher-constructed unit tests and posttest are included.
Reliability Analyses
Table 1 is a presentation of the reliability data for Test I. A reliability coefficient 
of .8332 (Cronbach's alpha) was found. This indicates an acceptable homogenity of 
variance, showing that the test items did measure similar content. A copy of Test I is 
found in Appendix B.
The total correlation of each item on Test I with the remainder of the test 
excluding the item in question is also presented in Table 1. This correlation gives an 
independent measure of how a particular item influences the overall reliability of the test. 
It can be observed that test questions 3 and 5 had the lowest zero-order correlations with 
the corrected total. The elimination of item 3 would increase the alpha value to .8333, 
and the elimination of item 5 would increase it to .8346. After removal of item 5, 















1 4 3.1683 .3345 .8296
2 4 3.0297 .3677 .8286
3 4 3.6337 .2468 .8333
4 4 1.8911 .2781 .8323
5 4 3.8911 .2248 .8346
6 6 3.0198 .4014 .8264
7 6 3.0792 .4912 .8217
8 6 2.4356 .4519 .8236
9 6 5.1782 .3414 .8302
10 6 4.5545 .6424 .8153
11 6 3.6040 .5631 .8166
12 6 4.1188 .6684 .8099
13 8 4.6337 .4673 .8238
14 10 6.0693 .4931 .8236
15 10 6.3465 .6692 .8083
16 10 7.9703 .5234 .8189
Reliability coefficients 16 items
Alpha = .8332 Standardized alpha = .8324
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Table 2






















Reliability coefficients 16 items
Alpha = .8352 Standardized alpha = .8386
Table 3 presents the reliability data for Test II. The alpha was .8433, indicating 
an acceptable reliability. The corrected item-total correlation for test item 3 was much
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lower than that of the other items. If that item were deleted from the test, the alpha would 
increase to .8449. A copy of Test II can be found in Appendix C.
Table 3










1 2 1.5957 .4362 .8393
2 4 3.7234 .4118 .8419
3 4 3.4043 .1945 .8449
4 4 3.5213 .3061 .8429
5 4 2.2128 .3055 .8416
6 6 3.6915 .5317 .8315
7 6 5.0000 .3907 .8383
8 6 4.9362 .5044 .8327
9 6 5.0000 .4645 .8362
10 6 3.2128 .6566 .8228
11 6 4.9043 .4247 .8372
12 6 2.6064 .5537 .8289
13 10 5.9362 .6527 .8225
14 10 7.8298 .4929 .8329
15 10 5.8404 .6696 .8240
16 10 5.8617 .5996 .8271
Reliability coefficients 16 items
Alpha = .8433 Standardized alpha = .8475
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The reliability data for Test ID are presented in Table 4. The alpha was found to 
be .8346. Test items 2,10, and 11 had the lowest corrected item-total correlation. The 
removal of item 2 wouid increase the alpha to .8370. Deleting item 10 changes the alpha 
to .8353, and deleting item 11 would change it to .8366. After the elimination of all three 
of these items, the final analysis yielded an alpha of .8427. These results may be found in 
Table 5. The Test III items are in Appendix D.
Table 6 is a presentation of the reliability data for Test IV. This test had the 
lowest reliability coefficient with an alpha of .7675. Test item 1 had the lowest zero- 
order correlation with the corrected total. The deletion of this item from the test would 
increase the reliability coefficient to .7687. A copy of Test IV can be found in Appendix 
E.
Table 7 contains the reliability data for the pos'test. The alpha for this test with 
no items deleted was .8503. A copy of the posttest items can be found in Appendix F.
Test items 1,9, 13,24, and Gl had the lowest corrected item-total correlations for 
the posttest as can be seen in Table 7. (Note: Although item 21 had a low corrected 
item-total correlation, it would not increase the alpha if it were deleted.) The deletion of 
items 1,13,24, and Gl from the test would increase the alpha to .8513, .8525, .8557, and 
.8510, respectively. After completing several reliability analyses in which these items 
were deleted in various combinations, the final analysis in which all of them were deleted 
gave an alpha of .8605. These data are presented in Table 8.
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Table 4










1 4 2.1467 .3862 .8286
2 4 2.9200 .1682 .8370
3 4 2.4533 .6134 .8192
4 5 3.0800 .5746 .8172
5 5 3.8267 .4893 .8239
6 5 3.6800 .5672 .8191
7 6 5.5333 .3901 .8305
8 6 4.7200 .5539 .8197
9 6 5.1467 .3937 .8287
10 6 4.9600 .2303 .8353
11 6 4.7867 .2327 .8366
12 7 4.4133 .6869 .8105
13 8 5.3733 .6070 .8144
14 8 5.5467 .4674 .8244
15 10 8.2933 .5039 .8222
16 10 7.3600 .4224 .8357
Reliability coefficients 16 items
Alpha = .8346 Standardized alpha = .8405
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Table 5





















Reliability coefficients 13 items
Alpha * .8427 Standardized alpha = .8562
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Table 6










1 4 2.9296 .2327 .7687
2 4 3.2958 .4008 .7562
3 6 4.2676 .4274 .7503
4 6 3.3662 .4948 .7423
5 10 8.1690 .4506 .7474
6 10 8.9155 .3909 .7530
7 10 9.0845 .5379 .7399
8 10 8.5634 .4415 .7475
9 10 8.5352 .4555 .7451
10 15 13.8451 .4235 .7506
11 15 12.8028 .4857 .7466
Reliability coefficients 11 items
Alpha = .7675 Standardized alpha = .7818
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Table 7










1 2 1.9028 .0218 .8513
2 2 1.1389 .3115 .8479
3 3 2.3750 .2113 .8495
4 3 1.9306 .5113 .8436
5 3 2.0000 .4353 .8450
6 4 3.2083 .3304 .8474
7 4 2.6528 .5804 .8399
8 4 3.5833 .2544 8489
9 4 3.7778 .1758 .8503
10 4 2.5417 .348! .8473
11 4 2.6667 .4040 .8449
12 5 2.3056 .3911 .8454
13 5 4.6389 .0665 .8525
14 5 3.3472 .4666 .8430
15 5 1.9444 .4666 .8427
16 5 3.3056 .4519 .8434
17 6 4.1528 .5500 .8394
18 6 4.6111 .3208 .8472












20 6 3.2778 .5246 .8408
21 6 4.1667 .2344 .8495
22 6 4.9861 .4207 .8450
23 6 5.1111 .3831 .8455
24 10 7.9722 .2852 .8557
25 to 8.0000 .3838 .8455
G1 4 3.4167 .1159 .8510
G2 4 2.9722 .3088 .8476
G3 4 2.2361 .4094 .8447
G4 6 3.7361 .5244 .8409
G5 6 3.7778 .5177 .8412
G6 6 3.0000 .3279 .8485
Reliability coefficients 31 items
Alpha = .8503 Standardized item alpha = .8492
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Table 8
Reliability Data for Posttest. Deleting Items 1.9. 13. 24. and G1
Corrected
Question item-total Alpha if






















































Reliability coefficients 26 items
Alpha = .8605 Standardized item alpha = .8614
Factor Analyses
A factor analysis was done for each test in order to address the intercorrelations 
among the various test items to determine the number of factors measured in each test. 
Test questions with factor values greater than .4 will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. If a test question has a factor value between .3 and .4, it will also be included 
in the analysis discussion if it helps in solidifying an interpretation.
The factor analysis for Test I is shown in Table 9. Items 11, 13, 15, and 16 for 
this iest related most highly under Factor l. Items 15 and 16 were problems involving 
operations on rational expressions, and item 11 required the student to solve an equation 
involving rational expressions. The uniqueness of item 13 is evident by its heavy loading 
on Factor 1. This test question required the student to read a word problem, identify the
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unknowns, write an equation that could be used to solve the problem, and then solve that 
equation.
Table 9
Pattern Matrix for Alpha Factor Analysis for Test I Items
Question
number Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
1 .33724 .31705 .01844 -.02606 -.00532
2 .00366 .60656 -.05749 .21805 -.15589
3 .06200 -.05029 .05328 .03314 .60935
4 -.02034 .16213 -.56309 -.08547 -.04140
5 -.00682 .48819 -.05849 -.03419 .11054
6 .00498 .18580 -.39940 .00909 .22295
7 .02034 .12058 .00061 .47957 .20656
8 .09500 -.10028 -.14207 .49988 -.05683
9 .07567 -.13008 -.50492 .05628 -.06637
10 -.00435 .04068 -.42284 .41433 .19436
11 .42179 -.17922 -.27678 .25042 -.04673
12 .27481 .31350 -.18484 .30206 .00236
13 .80101 -.00241 .09348 -.03656 .03258
14 -.03044 .08144 .16323 .89283 .00071
15 .43412 .11985 -.15583 .21610 .15691
16 .46469 -.06175 -.18510 .06080 .15498
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Those items strongly contributing to Factor 2 were 2 and 5 with item 1 minimally 
loading on this factor. Test items 1 and 5 both involved a solution of an absolute value 
problem. Item 2 required the student to solve a simple combination question. These 
three items would be classified at the knowledge level in Bloom's Taxonomy.
Items 4, 9, and 10 were most highly related under Factor 3. Not surprisingly, 
questions 9 and 10 both required the student to solve an equation. The first equation, 
after simplification, was linear in form; the second was quadratic and could have been 
solved using several different methods.
Item 14 showed the highest loading under Factor 4 and was unique in that it 
required the student to use the Binomial Theorem, which was very different from any 
other problem on the test. Test items 7, 8, and 10 also had relatively high loadings under 
Factor 4. Items 7 and 8 involved simplifying radical expressions, and item 10 could have 
been solved by using the quadratic formula, which involves work with a radical 
expression.
Item 3 showed a much higher loading than any other test question on Factor 5.
The item required the student to convert a decimal number into scientific notation.
Table 10 is a presentation of the factor analysis for Test II. The dominant test 
items for Factor 1, were 6, 9, 12, 13, and 14. There is a distinct similarity in items 9, 12, 
and 13 in that they all require the student to graph a particular function or answer specific 
questions about a given graph. Although item 14 does not involve an actual graph, the 
student must use information to find the slope and equation of a line.
Strong relationships for Factor 2 were exhibited by test items 2, 10, and 11. In 
items 10 and 11 the student is asked to use a given graph to answer questions concerning 
domain, range, intercepts, or slope. Item 2 required knowledge of inequality and interval 
notation, which also is used in speaking of domains and ranges of functions.
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Pattern Matrix for Alpha Factor Analysis for Test II Items
Table 10
Question
number Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
1 .17290 .17364 .17444 -.22578 -.12955
2 .05037 .56829 .03458 -.00264 -.02196
3 -.08725 .06276 .60771 .03944 .13934
4 -.04631 -.00467 .00560 -.57941 -.06820
5 .09237 .03860 .20562 .12126 .74638
6 .63178 .11769 -.05558 .12184 .14347
7 -.05961 .30609 -.08880 -.32926 .25902
8 .37510 .00751 .30611 -.15484 -.02976
9 .47766 -.13331 -.14945 -.23863 .21101
10 .28564 .40287 .04001 -.23623 .01005
11 -.00688 .61999 .04847 -.01009 .07699
12 .61927 .32305 -.09566 .09862 -.10313
13 .51459 .20031 .11644 -.09709 .05499
14 .52630 -.13543 .30220 -.15740 -.05806
15 .40531 .16922 -.02501 -.45975 -.03084
16 .15760 .20036 .16556 -.37763 .19342
Item 3 was the major contributor to Factor 3, anJ item 8 showed some minimal 
loading on this factor. Questions 3 and 8 were especially linked to each other in that one 
(3) involved using the distance formula to find the distance between two points and the
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other (8) has its foundations in the understanding of the distance formula, requiring the 
student to put an equation in the standard form of a circle and then name its center and 
radius.
Items with the heaviest loading on Factor 4 were 4 and 15, with items 7 and 16 
showing some minimal loading on this factor. Questions 4 and 16 asked for the solution 
to a linear and a quadratic inequality, respectively. In item 7, the student was required to 
solve a radical equation. The ability to find the inverse of a function and to verily inverse 
functions by showing that the composition of the two functions equals x was required to 
complete item 15.
The distinctively high loading of item 5 for Factor 5 sets it apart from all the other 
questions for that factor. It simply asked the student to convert an inequality involving 
the absolute value symbol to interval notation.
The pattern matrix for the factor analysis for Test III is shown in Tabie 11. The 
strongest relationships for Factor 1 were shown by test items 3,5, 8, and 12. Questions 3, 
5, and 12 required the student to solve exponential and logarithmic equations, applying 
several properties in multiple step problems to accomplish the task. Item 8 is different 
from any other item on the test in that it was the only problem in which the student was 
asked to complete a table of information for a given logarithmic function and then draw a 
graph.
Dominant test items for Factor 2 were 10, 13, and 15. Questions 13 and 15 both 
involved working with third degree polynomial functions. For item 13, a graph was 
given, and the student was asked to find the function. In item 15 the third degree function 
was given, and the problem was to find all values of x such that f(x) > 0.
Test items 7 and 11 were strong exhibitors of Factor 3, each displaying rather 
unique characteristics. Item 7 required little or no application, but simply asked the
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student to answer a straightforward question about the zeros of a given function and their 
multiplicity. On the other hand, item 11 was a word problem, requiring the application of 
Table 11
Pattern Matrix for Alpha Factor Analysis for Test III Items
Question


















































knowledge about inverse variation to write a general formula, to solve for the constant of 
variation, and then to incorporate that information into the solution of the specific 
question being posed.
The strongest relationship to Factor 4 was shown by test item 2, and item 9 
showed a minimal loading on this factor. These two questions were similar in that both 
required the student to make a substitution into an exponential equation and then use a 
scientific or graphics calculator to determine the answer.
Item 16 showed a much higher loading on Factor 5 than any other test question. It 
was the only question that addressed the problem of listing possible rational zeros and 
finding the remaining solutions of a third degree polynomial function given one of its 
solutions.
The factor analysis for Test IV is shown in Table 12. Of all the unit tests given, 
this test had the lowest reliability and displayed only three factors in He pattern matrix. 
Test items 3,6, 7, and 10 were dominant for Factor 1. Both items 6 and 7 involved 
evaluating a determinant, whether it be posed as a direct question or be required as part of 
using Cramer’s Rule to solve a system of equations. Question 10 asked the student to use 
the matrix method to solve a system involving three linear equations. Item 3 shewed the 
least similarity to the other items, asking the student to write a system of inequalities 
represented by a given graph.
The test question showing the strongest loading on Factor 2 was 2. This problem 
had the student read a word problem and then write a system of equations that could be 
used to solve it. Other test items of interest for Factor 2 were I and 5. The graph of a 
system of equations was displayed in question 1, and the solution was to be identified 
from that graph. For item 5 the system was to be solved by the substitution method.
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The dominant test item for Factor 3 was 8. It asked that the student find the 
inverse of a given matrix. Other interesting questions relating to Factor 5 were 5,9, and 
11. Question 11 bore some similarity to item 8 in that it asked the student to perform 
various matrix operations.
Table 12
Pattern Matrix for Alpha Factor Analysis for Test IV Items
Question
number Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
1 .02274 .49352 .03212




4 .33379 .33981 .15079
5 -.15004 .43180 .54063
6 .58621 .05837 -.04213
7 .58163 -.28954 .39574
8 -.08598 .06458 .71152
9 .28443 -.12635 .43046
10 .59232 .01465 .07647
11 .17767 .00926 .47635




Table 13 shows the results of a correlation analysis involving the math ACT test, 
math placement test, the four unit tests, and the posttest.
When the correlation coefficient is between .4 and .7, a moderate relationship is 
indicated between the two tests. Several of the coefficients are in this range, but none of 
them go into the range where the degree of the relationship is high and fairly dependable.
Table 13
Correlation Analysis for Math ACT Test. Math Placement Test. Unit Tests, and Posttest
Pearson Correlation Coefficients
Math Math
ACT Placement Test I Test II Test in Test IV Posttest
Math ACT 1.0000 .5648 .5858 .3687 .2302 .3930 .3223
Math Placement .5643 1.0000 .6747 .3577 .1831 .2302 .3752
Test I .5858 .6747 1.0000 .6441 .4532 .5565 .5588
Test II .3687 .3577 .6441 1.0000 .6323 .5302 .6986
Test 111 .2302 .1831 .4532 .6323 1.0000 .5409 .7051
Test IV .3930 .2302 .5565 .5302 .5409 1.0000 .5194
Posttest .3223 .3752 .5588 .6986 .7051 .5194 1.0000
The highest correlation coefficients are found for the math placement test and Test I, Test 
II and the posttest, and Test III and the posttest.
Summary
In summary, the results of the reliability analyses show that Tests I, II, III, and the 
posttest have acceptable homogenity of variance with reliability coefficients greater than
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.8. Test I V has the lowest reliability with alpha = .7675. The reliability coefficients for 
all of the tests could be improved if certain items were deleted.
CHAPTER V
STATISTICAL RESULTS
This chapter is a presentation of the statistical results obtained in answering the 
research questions posed in chapter 1. Before addressing each of these questions, it 
should be noted that no significant differences existed between the mean scores of the 
treatment and control groups for either the mathematics placement test or the math ACT 
score, neither «.t the beginning of the study nor at the end of it . These mean scores are 
reported in Tables 14,15,16, and 17. It can be seen that the two-tail probabilities for 
rejecting the null hypothesis concerning the difference in the mean scores of the 
mathematics placement test and the math ACT scores for the two groups were greater 
than .05 in ail cases. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that the mean scores are 
different. In other words, the null hypothesis should not be rejected.
Table 14







Control 58 14.67 4.536
-1.04 .302
Treatment 67 15.49 4.27
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Math ACT Score Means for Students Beginning the Study
Table 15
Group Number Mean Standard t value 2-Tail
of Cases Deviation Probability
Control 39 19.21 3.49
-1.47 .146
Treatment 49 20.31 3.50
Table 16
Math Placement Score Means for Students Completing the Study
Group Number Mean Standard / value 2-Tail
of Cases Deviation Probability
Control 32 15.84 4.47
-1.59 .118
Treatment 40 17.38 3.50
Copies of the unit tests and posttest referred to in answering the following 
research questions may be found in Appendices B, C, D, E, and F.
Research Question 1
Research question I: Does a significant difference exist between the mean scores 
of college algebra students using graphics calcula‘ors and those not using graphics 
calculators on a researcher-constructed posttest of algebraic concepts, taking into account
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Control 22 20.77 2.93
-.35 .728
Treatment 34 21.09 3.80
their scores on a pretreatment measure of mathematics proficiency? The analysis of 
covariance was used to answer this question with the mathematics placement test score of 
each student used as the pretreatment measure (covariate) and the researcher-constructed 
posttest score as the criterion variable. The mathematics placement test score was used as 
the covariate since every student participating in the study had a score for it. In contrast, 
the math ACT scores were available for only a limited number of individuals.
Table 18 is a display of the group means for the treatment and control groups for 
the posttest. The results of the analysis of covariance, presented in Table 19, show that 
no significant difference exists between the mean scores of the college algebra students 
using graphics calculators and those not using them on the researcher-constructed 
posttest. The table value for F with df 1, 69 and = .05 is 4.00. Since the reported F 
value is .039 and .039 < 4.00, there was not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis 
and report a significant difference exists between the mean scores of the two groups.
Research Question 2
Research question 2: Does a significant difference exist between the mean scores 
of college algebra students using graphics calculators and those not using graphics
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Table 18
Means for Researcher-Constructed Posttest




ANCOVA for Posttest Results (n = 721
Source of Variation df SS MS F
Among 1 14.758 14.758 0.039
Within 69 26167.332 379.237
Total 70 26182.090
calculators on researcher-constructed tests given at the completion of four different units 
and at the completion of the college algebra course? In answering this research question, 
t tests were done to determine if significant differences did indeed exist between the mean 
scores of the two groups on each of the tests. The results of this analysis are shown in 
Table 20. Note that all unit tests were worth 100 points, and the posttest had a total point 
value of 154. A significant difference was found to exist between the mean scores of the 
two groups for Test I and Test II at the .05 level of significance, with the treatment group 
mean scores being significantly higher than those of the control group on both tests.
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Control 56 59.64 19.74
-2.34 .021*
Treatment 58 68.33 19.80
Test II
Control 46 64.15 18.37
-2.65 .010*
Treatment 49 74.12 18.35
Test ID
Control 34 71.79 18.17
-1.07 .287
Treatment 41 76.27 17.72
Test IV
Control 33 82.91 13.87
-.49 .625
Treatment 40 84.43 12.19
Posttest
Control 32 107.03 20.36
-.79 .433
Treatment 40 110.90 21.10
*p < .05, two-tailed test
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There was not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis for Test in, Test IV, or the 
posttest.
It should be noted that the test results in Table 20 include all students enrolled in 
the treatment and control groups at the time a particular test was given. An alternative 
analysis of the test data would include only the 32 control group students and 40 
treatment group students who participated in the complete study. This type of analysis 
was also performed, with the resulting patterns the same as those shown in Table 20. In 
other words, a significant difference in the mean scores for the two groups was only 
found to exist for Test I and Test II.
Since the focus of interest in this question is the difference between the methods 
used in the graphics calculator treatment group and the non-graphics calculator control 
group as it relates to the results over a period of time, a repeated measures analysis with 
trend analysis was also completed to answer this research question. The results are 
shown in Table 21.
Several points can be made in interpreting the data from Table 21. First of all, 
there was not a significant methods effect (F = 2.19). In other words, a difference was 
not indicated between the graphics calculator versus non-graphics calculator treatments. 
Second, in regard to trend, the strongest effect appears to be the quadratic trend and the 
third degree trend, which were both significant at the .01 level. The total trend effect was 
also found to be significant. Third, there was not a methods X trend interaction. While 
there was some visual evidence of interaction, it was not significant.
Figure 1 further clarifies the interpretation of these results. The mean scores 
shown in this figure are based on the percent correct for each particular test. The 
difference in trend can be seen in this graphical representation. The mean scores of the
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students in the graphics calculator treatment group on the first two tests were certainly 
higher than those in the non-graphics calculator control group, and the graphics calculator 
Table 21
Summary Table with Trend Analysis for Unit Tests I. n . ID. and IV and Posttest
Source of variation df SS MS F
Among subjects
Methods 1 1356.34 1356.34 2.19
Error (a) 70 43265.14 618.07
Total among subjects 71 44621.48
Within subjects
Trend
Linear regression 1 12.27 12.27 .13
Second degree regression 1 2364.39 2364.39 25.05*
Third degree regression 1 2576.56 2576.56 27.30*
Deviation from regression 1 2216.23 2216.23 23.48*
Total trend 4 7169.45 1792.36 18.99*
Method X Trend 4 679.87 169.97 1.80
Error (b) 280 26423.45 94.37
Total within Subjects 288 33592.90
Total 359 78214.38
*p<.0!
group also had a higher mean score on the third test, although not showing as great a 
difference as on the first two tests. Meanwhile, the non-graphics calculator control group
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mean scores improved steadily from a lower beginning until they were almost identical to 
those of the treatment group on Test IV. The mean scores for both groups took a sharp 
turn upward on Test IV and then fell drastically on the posttest.
PERCENT
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Test I Test II Test III Test IV Posttest 
TEST DATE Feb. 5 Mar. 5 Apr. 7 Apr. 30 May 11
Figure 1. Mean scores for each method for each test.
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Overall, the interpretation from Table 21 and Figure 1 could be as follows. The 
treatment group mean scores were higher for each of the unit tests and the posttest than 
those of the control group. The mean scores for the treatment and control group 
improved steadily for the first three tests, then took a steep increase upward for the fourth 
test. Both groups had low posttest scores in relation to their progress throughout the 
semester.
Research Question 3
The third research question has multiple parts concerning the differences in the 
mean scores of the treatment and control groups on particular concepts addressed in the 
tests, t tests were done to determine if significant differences existed or not. These 
results are reported in Table 22. In reading the table, please note that II3a would refer to 
Test II, Question 3a; P5 would refer to Posttest, Question 5; and PG1 would refer to 
Posttest (Graphing Section), Question I; and so on. C ; 'pts a., b., c., and so on refer to 
the particular concepts addressed in the research question, which follows the table. NC 
for group refers to the control group (non-graphics calculator), and GC refers to the 
treatment group (graphics calculator).
Table 22
t Test Data for Concepts Investigated in Research Question 3
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation t value Probability
a. PI NC 32 1.906 .296
-.28 .781
GC 40 1.925 .267
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Table 2 2 -cont.
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation t value Probability
b. U9a NC 45 .778 .420
-1.57 .120
GC 49 .898 .306
P6a NC 32 .563 .504
.31 .755
GC 40 .525 .506
P6b NC 32 .969 .177
2.88 .006*
GC 40 .750 .439
Combined NC 31 2.355 .709
.72 .472
GC 40 2.225 .800
c, II9b NC 45 1.689 .733
-1.10 .276
GC 49 1.837 .553
P6c NC 32 1.875 .492
.91 .365
GC 40 1.750 .670
Combined NC 31 3.742 .682
.25 .803
GC 40 3.700 .723
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Table 22—cent.
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation /value Probability
d. H8 NC 45 4.667 2.143
-1.38 .172
GC 49 5.204 1.568
P23 NC 32 4.719 1.764
-1.56 .124
GC 40 5.300 1.285
Combined NC 31 10.161 2.709
-1.16 .251
GC 40 10.850 2.155
e. 111 lc NC 45 1.289 .968
-1.88 .063*
GC 49 1.633 .782
f. II9c NC 45 2.133 1.100
-2.57 .012*
GC 49 2.633 .727
PG1 NC 32 3.469 .671
.22 .824
GC 40 3.425 .984
Combined NC 3! 5.742 1.094
-1.55 .126
GC 40 6.175 1.259
8* P2 NC 32 1.03! .822
-.93 .356
GC 40 1.225 .947
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Table 22—conit.
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation t value Probability
h. 1110b NC 45 .844 .714
-.96 .340
GC 49 .980 .645
IIlOc NC 45 .844 .714
-1.16 .248
GC 49 1.010 .665
PlOa NC 32 1.406 .798
1.15 .253
GC 40 1.175 .903
Combined NC 31 3.419 1.628
-.26 .799
GC 40 3.513 1.375
i. II13c NC 45 1.244 .957
-1.18 .243
GC 49 1.469 .892
IU3d NC 45 1.067 .986
-.88 .380
GC 49 1.245 .969
PlOb NC 32 1.281 .457
.29 .770
GC 40 1.250 .439
Combined NC 31 4.226 1.707
-.24 .809
GC 40 4.325 1.700
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Table 22~cont.
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation /value Probability
j. 1113a NC 45 2.111 1.265
-.43 .665
GC 49 2.225 1.263
n i3 b NC 45 .622 1.154
-4.35 .000*
GC 49 1.796 1.457
PG6 NC 32 2.469 1.665
-1.94 .057*
GC 40 3.425 2.510
Combined NC 31 5.710 2.479
-2.81 .007*
GC 40 7.850 3.913
k. II 10a NC 45 .889 1.005
.75 .453
GC 49 .735 .974
PI 5a NC 32 1.500 1.459
1.62 .110
GC 40 .950 1.395
Combined NC 31 2.548 2.158
1.49 .141
GC 40 1.800 2.015
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Table 22--cont.
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation t value Probability
i. m o d NC 45 .467 .505
-2.04 .044*
GC 49 .674 .474
P15b NC 32 .844 954
.54 .593
GC 40 .725 .905
Combined NC 31 1.355 1.112
-.57 .569
GC 40 1.500 .987
m. 1112 NC 45 2.222 2.430
-1.41 .161
GC 49 2.939 2.487
PG4 NC 32 3.375 1.862
-1.49 .140
GC 40 4.000 1.633
Combined NC 31 6.000 3.992
-1.46 .151
GC 40 7.350 3.725
n. Ulld NC 45 1.756 .529
1.42 .159
G C 49 1.551 .843
o. HI13 NC 34 4.853 2.862
-1.56 .123
GC 41 5.829 2.469
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Table 22—com.
Question Number Standard 2-Tail
Concept number Group of cases Mean deviation rvalue Probability
p. P16a NC 32 2.406 1.160
.70 .484
GC 40 2.200 1.324
q. IH8 NC 34 5.029 1.800
1.34 .183
GC 41 4.439 2.001
PG3 NC 32 2.531 1.796
1.46 .148
GC 40 1.925 1.685
Combined NC 32 7.750 2.862
1.89 .064*
GC 40 6.475 2.837
r. IV3 NC 31 4.290 1.736
.10 .922
GC 40 4.250 1.691
PG5 NC 32 3.969 1.616
1.17 .247
GC 40 3.500 1.783
Combined NC 30 8.300 2.769
.79 .434
GC 40 7.750 3.053
s. IV1 NC 31 2.839 1.846
-.61 .542
GC 40 3.100 1.692
*p < .10, two-tailed
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Research question 3: Does a significant difference exist between the mean scores 
of college algebra students using graphics calculators and those not using graphics 
calculators on researcher-constructed test items of specific concepts? The specific 
concepts to be investigated were as follows:
a. Recognition of graphs of various types of equations, including linear and 
quadratic equations.
A significant difference did not exist between the mean scores of the treatment 
and control groups on the Posttest 1.
b. Naming of the x-intercept(s) and y-intercept(s) of an equation.
A significant difference in the mean scores for this concept does exist between 
the two groups on the Posttest 6b, with the control group mean scores higher 
than the calculator group mean scores. Significant differences did not exist on 
Test II 9a, Posttest 6a, nor for the combined total of these questions.
c. Naming the slope, given the equation of a line.
No significant differences exist on any of the questions relating to this concept 
nor for their combined total. The questions involved were Test II 9b and 
Posttest 6c.
d. Naming of the center and radius of a circle, given the equation of a circle 
which is not in standard form.
No significant differences exist between the two groups on Test II 8, the 
Posttest 23, nor for their combined total.
e. Determination of the slope of a line, given only its graph.
A significant difference in the mean scores for this concept does exist between 
the two groups on Test I I 11c. The treatment group mean scores were higher
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than the control group mean scores. No other questions specifically tested 
knowledge of this concept.
f. Graphing a linear equation.
A significant difference in the mean scores was found to exist on Test II 9c with 
the treatment group mean scores higher than the control group mean scores on 
this particular question. Significant differences did not exist on the Posttest 
(Graphing) 1 nor on the combined total for this concept.
g. Identification of functions, given only the graphs of equations.
No significant difference was found to exist between the two groups on the 
Posttest 2.
h. Determination of the domain and range of a function, given only the graph.
No significant differences were found to exist between the two groups on any 
of the questions relating to this concept nor on the combined total. The 
questions involved were Test II 10b and 10c and Posttest 10a.
i. Determination of the intervals on which a function is increasing, decreasing, or 
constant, given only its graph.
No significant differences in the mean scores between the two groups were 
found to exist on any of the questions relating to this topic nor on the combined 
total. The questions involved were Test II 13c and 13d and Posttest 10b
j. Finding equations oi oilier functions using properties of symmetry, shifts, and 
reflecting, given the graph of a function and its equation.
Significant differences were found to exist between the mean scores for the two 
groups on Test II 13b and Posttest (Graphing) 6 with the treatment group 
having higher mean scores on both questions. The treatment group also had a 
significantly higher mean score for the combined total on this concept. No
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significant differences were found to exist between the two groups on Test II 
13a.
k. Sketching the graph of f  * given the graph of a one-to-one function f.
No significant differences were found to exist between the mean scores for the 
two groups on the Test II 10a, the Posttest 15a, nor on the combined total for 
these two questions.
l. Determination of the domain and range of the inverse of a particular function, 
given only the graph of the function.
The mean score of the treatment group was found to be significantly higher 
than that of the control group on Test II lOd. No significant differences were 
found to exist between the mean scores for the two groups on the Posttest 15b 
nor on the combined total for the two questions relating to this concept.
m. Graphing piecewise functions.
No significant differences were found to exist between the two groups on 
Test II 12, Posttest (Graphing) 4, nor on the combined total for these two 
questions.
n. Writing the equation of a line, given only its graph.
No significant difference was found to exist between the mean scores for the 
two groups on Test II lid, the only question which tested for understanding of 
this concept.
o. Naming a polynomial function, given only its graph.
No significant difference exists between the mean scores for the two groups on 
Test III 13.
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p. Finding solutions for f(x) = 0, given the graph of f(x).
No significant difference exists between the mean scores for the two groups on 
the Posttest 16a.
q. Graphing logarithmic functions.
No significant differences were found to exist between the mean scores of the 
two groups on T 'st III 8 nor Posttest (Graphing) 3. When the combined total 
for these questions was evaluated, the mean score for the control group was 
found to be significantly higher.
r. Finding a system of inequalities, given its graph.
No significant differences were found to exist between the mean scores for the 
two groups on Test IV 3, Posttest (Graphing) 5, nor on the combined total for 
these two questions.
s. Identifying the solution to a system of equations involving x and y, given the 
graph of the system.
No significant difference was found to exist between the mean scores of the 
two groups for Test IV 1, the only question related to this concept.
To summarize the results for research question 3, significant differences were 
found to exist between the mean scores of the two groups for the following concepts 
( p < .10):
1. Naming of the x-intercept(s) and y-intercept(s) of an equation - Control group 
mean higher on Posttest 6b.
2. Determination of the slope of a line given only its graph - Treatment group 
mean higher on Test II 1 Ic.
3. Graphing a linear equation - Treatment group mean higher on Test II 9c.
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4. Finding equations of other functions using properties of symmetry , shifts, and 
reflecting when given the graph of a function and its equation - Treatment group mean 
higher on Test II 13b, Posttest (Graphing) 6, and combined total.
5. Determination of the domain and range of the inverse of a particular function 
given only the graph of the function - Treatment group mean higher on Test II lQd.
6. Graphing logarithmic functions - Control group mean higher on combined
total.
Research Question 4
To answer research question 4, the students in both the treatment and control 
groups were asked to respond to several survey questions at the end of the semester. The 
survey given to the treatment group may be found in Appendix G, and the survey given to 
the control group is in Appendix H. Specific responses made by treatment group students 
to question 1 of the survey may be found in Appendix I. Thirty-eight treatment group 
students turned in responses; 20 control group students did likewise.
Research Question 4: Does a significant difference exist between the students in 
the treatment group and control group in their self-perceptions about their understanding 
of algebraic concepts? Eighty-two percent of those responding from the treatment groups 
felt that the graphics calculator had a favorable effect on their learning of algebraic 
concepts; 13% felt it had no effect; and 5% were undecided. Twenty percent of those 
from the control groups felt that the calculator they used had a favorable effect; 80% 
believed it had no effect on their learning.
When asked if they spent extra time on homework assignments doing things with 
the problems that were not required, 53% of those from the treatment group and 45% of 
those from the control group responded positively.
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In addition, students from the treatment group were asked if they enjoyed using 
the graphics calculator, with 95% responding positively, ^igb^-six percent 
recommended that it be used in the teaching of college mathematics courses; 6% did not 
recommend its use; and 9% had mixed feelings. Twenty-nine of the treatment group 
students also addressed the question of impact on their graphing skills. Sixty-nine 
percent of these students felt their skills were better because of using the graphics 
calculator; 31% believed they were about the same. No one indicated that their graphing 
skills were worse.
Summary
Using the analysis of covariance, no significant difference was found to exist 
between the mean scores of college algebra students using graphics calculators and those 
not using graphics calculators on the researcher-constructed posttest of algebraic 
concepts, taking into account their pretreatment measure of mathematics proficiency.
A significant difference was found to exist between the mean scores of the two 
groups for Test I and Test II  but not for Test I I I ,  Test I V, or the posttest when t tests were 
used. The mean scores of the treatment group were found to be higher than those of the 
control group on both Test I and Test I I .  The results of repeated measures with trend 
analysis showed no significant methods effect, but significant total trend effect.
Of the 19 specific concepts investigated, the control group mean scores were 
found to be significantly higher on one specific question and on one combined total for 
two different concepts. The treatment group mean scores were significantly higher on 
five specific questions and one combined total involving four different concepts.
Students in the treatment groups overwhelmingly responded that using the 
graphics calculator had a favorable effect on their learning of algebraic concepts. They
also enjoyed using the calculator, and many of them felt that it had contributed to 
improving their graphing skills.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of student use of graphics 
calculators in college algebra classes on the learning of algebraic concepts and especially 
on those involving graphing skills. Students in four sections of college algebra, meeting 
in the morning during spring semester 1993 at a midwestern university, were randomly 
assigned to a treatment or control section by the researcher. At the beginning of the 
study, 67 students were in the treatment group, which used TI-81 graphics calculators 
both in and out of class during the semester, and 62 students belonged to the control 
group, which refrained from using any kind of graphics calculator. Forty students in the 
treatment group completed the study; 32 students remained in the control group by the 
end of the semester. The researcher taught the treatment sections; another graduate 
teaching assistant taught the control sections. With the exception of receiving instruction 
with and working problems with the graphics calculator throughout the semester, the 
treatment group students received the same instruction on the same topics, did the same 
homework, and took the same tests as the control group students.
Review of Findings
The mean scores on the posttest, taking into account the pretreatment measure, 
were compared by the analysis of covariance to determine if significant differences 
existed between the two groups. No significant difference was found.
The mean scores on the four unit tests and the posttest were compared using t tests to 
determine if significant differences existed between the treatment and control groups for 
each of these tests. Significant differences were found to exist between the mean scores
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of Ihe two groups on the first and second unit tests, with the treatment group mean scores 
higher in both cases (p < .05). No significant differences between the mean scores of the 
two groups were found on the other three tests. Repeated measures with trend analysis 
showed no significant methods effect, but significant total trend effect.
t tests were done to determine if significant differences existed between the mean 
scores of the students in the two groups on selected algebraic concepts especially those 
concerned with graphing. Using p < . 10, significant differences were found on the 
following:
1. The control group mean was higher on posttest (question 6b), which involved 
naming of the x-intercepi and y-interccpt of an equation.
2. The treatment group mean was higher on Test II (question 11c), which 
involved determining the slope of a line given only its graph.
3. The treatment group mean was higher on Test II (question 9c), which involved 
graphing a linear equation.
4. The treatment group mean was higher on Test 11 (question 13b), on the posttest 
graphing section (question 6), and for the combined total. These test questions involved 
finding equations of other functions using properties of symmetry, shifts, and reflecting 
when given only the graph of a function and its equation.
5. The treatment group mean was higher on Test II (question 1 Od), which 
involved determining the domain and range of the inverse of a particular function, given 
only the graph of the function.
6. The control group mean was higher on the combined total for Test III (question 
8) and the posttest graphing section (question 3). These questions involved graphing 
logarithmic functions.
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A survey given to ail students who participated in the study at the end of the 
semester revealed that 82% of those responding from the treatment group felt that the 
graphics calculator had a favorable effect on their learning of algebraic concepts; only 
13% indicated that it had no effect. Of the respondents from the control group, 20% 
believed that the calculator they had used had a favorable effect; 80% from this group felt 
it had no effect. Fifty-three percent of those -iom the treatment group and 45% of those 
from the control group responded positively when asked if they spent extra time on 
homework assignments doing things with the problems that were not required. Ninety- 
five percent of the treatment group students enjoyed using the graphics calculator, with 
86% recommending that it be used in the teaching of college mathematics courses.
Discussion of Findings, Conclusions, and Implications
In answering the first three research questions of this study, statistical analyses of 
the unit tests, posttest, and specific concept data did not indicate that the use of the 
graphics calculator had a significant effect on the learning of algebraic concepts as 
measured by these specific tests and test questions. Significant differences did not exist 
between the mean scores of the treatment and control groups on the posttest using the 
analysis of covariance nor on Test HI, Test IV, or the posttest using t tests. The majority 
of the specific concepts that were investigated and analyzed using / tests showed no 
significant differences in the mean scores between the two groups.
This lack of achievement gain for the treatment group is very similar to that 
reported in prior research on the graphics calculator (Army, 1992; Emesc, 1993; Giamati, 
1991; Hall, 1993; Rich, 1991; Thomasson, 1993). In the past research reviewed, there 
appears to be an equal split between studies that show achievement gain for the treatment 
students (Browning, 1988; Chandler, 1993; Estes 1990; Harvey, 1990; Hembree & 
Dessart, 1992) and those showing no significant gain. Many of the studies that have been
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conducted and completed on the effect of the graphics calculator have used a pretest- 
posttest design with groups. Perhaps as the technology and teaching methodology 
change, more definitive numerical gains will appear for those using graphing calculators.
What are the reasons for this apparent lack of achievement gain? One major 
factor may be that many college students have not used a graphics calculator before and 
must, therefore, spend a fair amount of time and energy in becoming skillful in using this 
tool. Students in a treatment group who have poor conceptual understandings of 
functions and graphs may find themselves in a double dilemma when also asked to work 
with an unfamiliar graphic - ’-tility as Giamati (1990) observed. In the survey responses 
from this study, students expressed some concern, although relatively minor, about the 
time and effort that was devoted to learning about the graphics calculator. As more and 
more students are exposed to graphics utilities at the secondary level, this problem should 
be alleviated.
Another variable that could not be completely controlled in the study and that 
might have influenced the results is the student use of graphics calculators outside of 
class. The general belief is that the students respected the design of the study and used 
the type of calculator designated for their group when completing out-of-class 
assignments. It could be, however, that some control group students might have used 
graphics calculators when not in class, especially if they had previous experience with 
them and had easy access to them. Certain treatment group students might have used 
non-graphics calculators when doing homework, especially if they felt any frustration 
with operating the graphics calculator.
Another factor influencing this particular study was the relatively small number of 
students involved, and the even smaller number that completed the course and, thus, the 
study. Experimental mortality can produce effects that will affect the internal validity.
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I orty out of 67, or 60% of the treatment group, remained at the end of the study; 32 out of 
62, or 52% of the control group, completed the whole study. This high withdrawal rate 
was somewhat unusual for college algebra taught at this university, but when other 
instructors teaching college algebra sections were surveyed regarding their withdrawal 
rate for this particular semester, it was discovered that higher than average dropout rates 
existed in their classes also, although not quite as severe. The positive note in this respect 
is that the retention rate for the treatment groups in the study was better than that of the 
control groups. This may be due to a number of reasons, one of which could be a greater 
willingness to complete the course if using a graphics calculator.
In addition to the fact that a high number of students did not complete the study, 
the group of students who began the study seemed to be inadequately prepared and, in 
many cases, poorly motivated to study college algebra. This observation was made in 
comparing students in college algebra classes in the preceding fall to those enrolled 
during the spring. Checking the math placement scores for the treatment and control 
groups, it will be noted that the mean score for the treatment group at the beginning of the 
study was 15.49 and the mean score for the control group was 14.67. Considering that 
the lowest placement score that allows a student to enroll in College Algebra is 14, these 
mean placement scores suggest a lower than average ability group of students. This may 
have also generally impacted the study results in a negative manner.
The learning styles of the students involved in the study might also have had an 
impact on the results. For students who arc visual learners, the graphics calculator should 
have been a great aid. For non-visual or for kinesthetic learners, it may have had no 
effect, or it may have actually hampered the learning process. Since this study did not 
investigate the learning styles of the students, it is impossible to know exactly what effect 
this variable had.
Although every attempt was made to keep the instruction for the two groups the 
same except in the use of the graphics calculator, another critical variable that might be 
influencing the results is the difference in instructors. No matter how similar the teaching 
styles of the two instructors involved in the study were and how often they conferred to 
discuss coverage of concepts and problems to stress, there are undoubtedly differences in 
emphasis, method of explanation, and discussion of problems that will have an effect on 
the students’ performance on tests. The hope is that those differences were kept to a 
minimum, but no one can be precise about how large or small those differences were.
Another interesting phenomenon to observe is the fluctuation in test scores as 
observed in Figure 1. Both the control group and treatment group had relatively low 
mean scores for Test I, Test II, and Test III. Both groups scored much higher on Test IV, 
with the scores plummeting for the posttest. The higher scores for Test IV may be the 
result of the lower reliability of that test, and, thus, serious consideration should be given 
to lengthening this test, deleting certain test questions and adding new ones if it were to 
be used again. The higher scores for Test IV may also be caused by the fact that the last 
day to withdraw from a course without a grade was April 2, several weeks before this test. 
Perhaps the poorer students had made the decision to withdraw at this late date in the 
semester and, consequently, the mean scores for the remaining students took a sharp 
increase upward.
There are several other interesting observations to make regarding Figure 1. The 
mean scores on the unit tests for the treatment group do increase from Test II to Test III, 
but they do not show the dramatic improvement that the control group does. The novelty 
of being a member of the treatment group and the initial excitement in using a graphics 
calculator may have begun to subside at this point, and so the treatment group students 
may not be showing as much improvement as the control group for that reason. Test I
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was generally a review of basic algebraic concepts and did not require significant 
calculator use, but the treatment group began receiving instruction on using the graphics 
calculator from the beginning of the semester. Thus, there may have been enough time 
for some of their enthusiasm to wane. Both groups might also have suffered somewhat 
from the Hawthorne effect, the tendency to act differently simply because they knew they 
were subjects in a research study.
The preceding paragraphs explain possible reasons for the results of the study, but 
it should be observed that there are several areas in which positive effects were evident 
for the students who used graphics calculators. First, there were four concepts for which 
the treatment group means on specific test questions were higher than those of the control 
group. These concepts included the following:
1. Determining the slope of a line, given only its graph.
2. Graphing a linear equation.
3. Finding equations of other functions using properties of symmetry, shifts, and 
reflecting, given the graph of a function and its equation.
4. Determining the domain and range of the inverse of a particular function, given 
only the graph of the function.
All of these concepts involve graphing skills and the ability to apply them. 
Graphing a linear equation is one of the most basic abilities that every college algebra 
student should have mastered upon completion of the course, but it is surprising to find 
that many do not. Being able to give the equation of other functions using the properties 
of symmetry, shifts, and reflecting when given the graph of another function is a skill that 
is positively affected by working with many examples of parent functions and families of 
functions. The graphics calculator gives the students the power to view such examples 
quickly and easily. Finding the domain and range of a function is one of those difficult
areas for students as it relates to globally perceiving what the graph of a function actually 
involves. It is encouraging to find that the treatment group students showed at least some 
greater skill at giving the domain and range of the inverse of a function when looking 
only at the graph of the original function.
Secondly, the treatment group students did have better mean scores on each of the 
four unit tests and on the posttest, even if not significantly higher. To those who feel that 
the graphics calculator will ruin the graphing skills of the students and be otherwise 
detrimental to their learning of algebraic concepts, this study’s results indicate otherwise. 
When students are taught the basic concepts in conjunction with the use of the graphics 
calculator, as was done in this study, the calculator becomes an aid to show graphs 
quickly and to allow opportunity for exploration and interpretation. It is not meant to 
replace their basic ability to draw graphs. To insure that students maintained that ability, 
some portions of the tests (i.e., the graphing section of the posttest) and quizzes 
throughout the study required students to draw graphs without using any calculator.
Thirdly, and of great significance, is the positive impact the graphics calculator 
had on the attitudes of the treatment group students towards the learning of mathematics. 
In reviewing the literature, this finding was common to a number of past studies (Army, 
1991; Estes, 1990; Lynch, et al., 1989; Thomasson, 1992). The fact that 82% of the 
treatment group believed that the graphics calculator had positively affected their learning 
of algebraic concepts while 80% of the control group felt that the calculator they had used 
had no effect speaks strongly in favor of the use of this tool. A higher percentage of the 
treatment group also spent extra time with homework assignments, doing additional 
things with the problems that were not required. Perhaps one of the best testimonials to 
the students' positive feelings about the graphics calculator is that 86% of them felt that it 
should be used in the teaching of all college mathematics courses. Even with the extra
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effort involved in learning how to use the graphics calculator, 95% of the students said 
they had enjoyed working with it.
Specifically, how did the treatment group students benefit from using the graphics 
calculator? In the end-of-semester survey, they responded that the calculator had been a 
means for them to check their work, to confirm what they believed to be true. A number 
of them used the calculator to look at graphs of functions or equations even when that 
was not required and to work with more challenging problems. The visual and time­
saving benefits were also mentioned by the students in helping them to learn and 
reinforce concepts. The fact that many of them felt more confident about their graphing 
skills should aid them as they employ those skills in other coursework and in the 
workplace.
Implications for Further Research
This researcher believes that continued research on the graphics calculator is 
necessary but that its focus should move into new areas. The research already completed 
shows either that it has some positive effect or no effect, but no study reports the graphics 
calculator’s having an overall negative effect. The emphasis now should move towards 
proving or disproving its positive or negative effects on the learning of mathematics in 
combination with other variables. Whether or not students use this new technology in the 
classroom, they will be expected to know how to use it in the workplace. Should it not be 
one of the goals of mathematics educators to show students how to use this tool 
effectively?
What new areas of research might be investigated? At least three areas 
incorporate use of the graphics calculator with another variable. First, its effectiveness 
with students with varying learning styles could be studied. The students in a single 
mathematics class might be asked to complete an inventory to determine what their
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learning style is, especially if it is visual or not. All students in the class would use 
graphics calculators, and the mean scores of the students on the activities and/or tests 
done throughout the study could be compared to determine the calculator's effect on 
achievement of students with particular learning styles.
Second, the graphics calculator could be used in conjunction with cooperative 
learning. Would students involved in this type of learning and using graphics calculators 
interact more openly and with greater frequency? Would they feel more confident about 
sharing ideas if they were using graphics calculators? Would they be more willing to 
work with challenging problems? What happens to achievement if students use graphics 
calculators in a cooperative learning environment versus a structured, lecture setting in 
which little student interaction is encouraged? These are only a few of the questions that 
could be explored.
Third, the holistic approach to teaching mathematics in conjunction with the use 
of graphics calculators certainly merits study. Most mathematics educators are 
accustomed to teaching content in the logical, step-by-step fashion which expects that 
students must have all the groundwork laid before tney can really use mathematics to 
solve problems. A study could be conducted in which student results using this teaching 
approach would be compared to results when the teacher implements the holistic 
approach in the classroom. Since the latter approach demands that students experiment 
with and explore real-world problems at the outset of the learning process, the graphics 
calculator would seem a reasonable choice in helping them to do that.
In implementing these new research studies, the assessment instruments should 
be developed in such a manner as to fully utilize the graphics calculator's capabilities. 
The design of this research study required that the questions asked on the unit tests and 
posttest be constructed in such a manner that the treatment group students not have an
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advantage over the control group students based on the type of calculator they were using 
The real power of the graphics calculator to solve more challenging problems was not 
used as it could be in studies where all students would have access to this tool.
A myriad of questions remain as we stand at the threshold of the effective use of 
technology in the mathematics classroom. Some of these are in the areas of organization 
for learning, learning levels and modes, manipulative skills, procedural and conceptual 
knowledge, and knowledge transfer as pointed out by the Mathematical Sciences 
Education Board and the National Research Council (1990) and Burriil (1992). With the 
NCTM mandating the use of graphing utilities, in particular, and technology, in general, 
in the classroom, mathematicians will need to decide how they will interact 
constructively with these new tools. As the search for patterns is so important in learning 








Dear College Algebra Student:
The section of Math 103 which you are enrolled in will be involved in a study which I am conducting this spring semester, 1993. The study will focus on the improvement of instruction in College Algebra.
All students involved in the study will take the same unit 
tests and final posttest. Every care will be taken to insure 
that the same content and similar problems are addressed in all section lectures. Tests will be written to give no 
advantage to students in any class.
For the study, I need permission to use your college algebra 
test scores. I will also need to know your ACT math score. This will be used as a pretreatment measure for my research 
but will in no way affect your grade in the course. All 
scores will be reported in group form. Your name will never 
be associated with your scores.
I can assure you that your confidentiality will be maintained. You will not be identified by name in ny 
dissertation nor in any subsequent published or unpublished 
work. You are free to withdraw consent at any time without 
prejudice. Upon completion of my dissertation (hopefully 
August, 1993), you are welcome to a summary of the outcomes 
of the study.
If you have any questions, please call me at 
777-3383. Thank you very much for your cooperation!
*************************************************************
I agree to participate in the study on the improvement of 
college algebra instruction. I consent that my ACT math 
soore and my test scores from Math 103 may be used with the understanding that they will be reported in group form and 





FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF ALGEBRA
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COLLEGE ALGEBRA TEST I (100 points) NAME________________
(Covers Chapter 1 and Sections 2.1-2.4)
I. Each of the following is worth 4 points.
1) Find d(A, B) if -4 is the coordinate of A and 6 is the coordinate of B.
2 ) What does equal?
3) Write .0000000149 in scientific notation.
4) Write i numbers.
.27 in the form a + bi where a and b are real
5) What does J16 - 20| equal?
ZZ. Eaoh of the following is worth 6 points.
8) Simplify the following completely, writing the final answer using positive rational exponents only.
7) Express the following in simplest radical form, being 
sure to rationalize the denominator.
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8} Write this expression in the form a + bi where a and b 
are real numbers.
P a g e  2
-4
9) Solve the following for X.
(3X + 1)(X - 4) - 2(X*" - $) = X*'- l£X
10) Solve the following using the quadratic formula. Put the 
answer in simplest form.
%2X - 4X - 6 = 0
11) Solve the following for X.
__ 2___2X + § - _ 2 _  =X __ s____5X + 15
102
P a g e  3
12) Solve the following for X by the factoring method.
III. The following problem is worth 8 points.
Be sure to identify the variable(s) and then write and 
solve an equation in order to answer the question 
asked.
13) A chemist has one solution containing a 102concentration of acid and a second solution containing 
a 15% concentration of acid. How many milliliters of 
each should be mixed in order to obtain 10 milliliters 
of a solution containing a 122 concentration of acid?
IV. Eaoh of the following is worth 10 point*.
14) Expandsimplify that result.
using the Binomial Theorem and then
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15) Multiply the following. Be sure the answer is in 
lowest terms.
6 4 x f - 27x 4xZ + 7x + 31 1 " .*•» —».n.................. -
I6 x% - 9 xY H. X3
P a g e  4
16) Perform the indicated operations. Be sure the answer is 
in lowest terms.
2 3
t - 2 t + 1 t - 2
APPENDIX C
TESTII




COLLEGE ALGEBRA TEST II (100 points) NAME__________________(Covers Sections 2 . 5 - 2 . 7  and 3.1-3.7)
I. The following problem ie worth 2 points.
1) Given that the slope of a certain line is -4/5. What is 
the slope of a line that is perpendicular to it?
II. Each of the following is worth 4 points.
2) Write (- o o  , -4 ] in inequality notation and then graph 
on the number line provided.
3) Find the distance between the points whose coordinates 
are (7, -2) and (-3, -1).
4) Solve the following and leave the answer in inequality 
notation:
>
-8 < 4  - 2X <  7
5) Write X )> 3 in interval notation.
III. Each of the following is worth 0 points.
6) Given
a) What is f(7)?
b) What, is the domain of f(x)?
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7) Solve the following and check your answer(s): 
^ 2 X  - 1 + 2 = X
P a g e  2
8) Pind the center and radius of a circle whose equati 
2 2is x + y*~ - 8x + lOy - 13 = 0.
on
9) For the equation 2x - 8 = -4y, give the following: 
a) y intercept _________
b) slope of the line.
c/ graph the line, locating and labeling two points on it.
107
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10) Use the graph below to answer the questions that follow.
f t -
• >! J C~T
f r -T
. . .  j
a) Sketcn xn m e  gist'll *
b) What is the donain of f in interval notation?
c) What is the range of f in interval notation?




b) What is the x intercept? --------
o) What is the slope of the line? --
d> What is the equation of the line?
12) Graph the following: f<x> sJ-4  i f  x <  -2
I lUJJJXI 1*x + 3 i f  x -2
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IV. Each of the following is worth 10 points.
13) Use the graph below to answer the questions that follow.
P a g e  4
d : : ■ T T ■~jr" T nr
- - K % mm mm ,_L
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a) Give the equation of Co). __________________
b) Give the equation of (b). __________________
c> Give the interval on which the graph of y s f(x> is 
increasing. ____________
d) Give the interval on which the graph of y a f(x) is 
decreasing.
a
14) Given that the points whose coordinates are (-4, 6 ) and 
( 2 , -l) lie on the same line. Find the following;
a) the elope of the line
b> the equation of the line with the * Inal answer 
written in the foro y = »x ♦ b.
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15) Knowing that f (x) = -3x + 4 is a one-to-one function, find its inverse.
P a g e  5
HO'i, verify that the two functions really are inverses of each other by finding f * f and f"’» f.
16) Solve the following inequality and express the answer in 
interval notation.
Stx - 2X - 15 >  0
APPENDIX D
TEST in




COLLEGE ALGEBRA TEST III NAME_____________________
( C o v e r s  S e c .  3 . 8 ,  4 . 1 - 4 . 5 ,  5 . 1 - 5 . 5 )
I. Each of the following is worth 4 points.
1) Given that 6 - i is a zero of a second degree polynomial f(x>. Write f(x) in FACTO;50 FORM.
2) Carbon decays exponentially according to the equation
-o.comy = yfl e where y grams is the amount left
after t years and y0 grams is the inital amount.
Of a 10 gram sample of carbon, how much will be left 





the number of bacteria present in a certain 
after t minutes is given by the equation 
.04t= Q e where G0 represents the initial
° number of bacteria.
Solve this equation for t. I.
II. Each of the following is worth 5 points.
4) Evaluate log^ 45 using the change of base formula. 
Give your answer to the nearest ten-thousandth.
112
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5) Find the zeros of f(x) = e* x* - 4e^
6> Solve the following equation for x. 
log ̂  (2x + 5) = 3
III. Each of the following is worth 6 points.
J5 2.7) Given f(x) = x (x - 2) (4x + 5). Name the zeros of
f(x> and give the multiplicity of each.
8) Given f(x) = log^ x . 










P a g e  3
S) Using the formula below, find the final amount A if 
$3000 is invested for 2 years at a 3.5Z rate compounded 
monthly.
nt
A = P, where n is the number of interest 
periods per year.
10) Use the Remainder Theorem and synthetic division to find
H 3f(3) if f(x> = x - 6x + 40x - 25.
11) The weight W of a body above the surface of the earth 
varies inversely as the square of its distance d from 
the center of the earth. Write a general formula for this fact. Then find k if a man weighs 200 pounds 
or. the surface of the earth, which is 4000 miles from 
the center.
i 14
IV. This problem is worth 7 points.
12) Solve the following equation:
log^ x =  log ̂ 15 - l o g ^ i x  - 2)
P a g e  4
V. Each of the following is worth 8 points.
13) Find th j third degree polynomial function whose graph is
Leave the answer in factored form.
sure to show how you arrived at your answers, 
a) the vertex of the parabola
b) the y intercept of the parabola
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VI. Each of the following is worth 10 points.
15) Given that f(x) = x(3x+5)(x-3). Find all values of x 
such that f(x) > 0. Show how you arrived at your 
answer.
P a g e  5
X Z16) Given f(x) = 3x + 8x - 7x - 12 and that -3 is one of 
its zeros. Find the following:
a) possible rational zeros of f(x)
b) the other solutions of f(x)
APPENDIX E
TEST IV
SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES
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COLLEGE ALGEBRA TEST IV NAME______________________
(Covers Chapter 6 except sections 4, 7, and 10)
NOTE: I f  you c a n n o t  s o l v e  a s y s t e m  by t h e  i n d i c a t e d  method on
t h i s  t e s t ,  s o l v e  i t  u s i n g  any method you p r e f e r  and you w i l l  
r e c e i v e  p a r t i a l  c r e d i t .
I. The following problems are worth 4 points.
1) The graph of a system of equations involving x and y is given below. What is the solution for the system, if any 
exists?
2) WRITE A SYSTEH OF EQUATIONS THAT COULD BE USED TO SOLVE 
THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM. YOU DO NOT NEED TO SOLVE IT.
If the perimeter of a rectangle is 156 feet and its area is 
1512 square feet, what are its length and width?
Let 1 = length of rectangle Let w = width of rectangle
II. Th6 following problems are worth 6 points each.
3' Write a system of inequalities whose graph is shown:





u. _7j A*K z7 __ □T 3 K1*.[v2 Gc 5* v,'..VArt•3i- £— - - —-—
- r
Lz — _ _ _ _ I
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4) WRITE A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS THAT COULD BE USED TO SOLVE 
THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM. YOU DO NOT NEED TO SOLVE IT.
A manufacturer employs 90 workers and pays $7, v-. and 
$12 an hour to each. Twice as many workers are paid 
$7 an hour as are paid $9 an hour. If the total of the 
hourly wages is $820, how many workers are each paid
P a g e  2
$7, $9, and $12?
Let x = number of workers paid $7 an hour
Let y = number of workers paid $9 an hourLet 2 = number of workers paid $12 an hour
III. Each of the following problems is worth 10 points.
%
5) Solve this system by substitution: x - y = -5
3x ♦ 3y = 15






7) Use Crater's Buie to solve this system: + 2.y - — /
5* + 1fy = 3
8) Find the inverse of
9) In the following, a system of 3 linear equations in x, y 
and z was solved using matrices. Given the final matrix 
find the solution, if any exists:
r1 3 -1
*70
0 1 -2 0
0 0 0 0V. ,
1 - 3  2 6
0 1 -1 40 0 0 5v_ el
120
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IV. Each of the following problems is worth 15 points.
10) Use matrices to solve this system; x. 4- 2y— 1 z  = J
2x ♦ y - 2a = 0
* = - f3 y -
121
11)
P a g e
then find the following:
and C
a) fi + B
b> 8C, if possible





COLLEGE ALGEBRA FINAL EXAM NAME_________________________________
SPRING, 1993
READ AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS FOR EACH PROBLEM CAREFULLY,
I .  Each o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  w o r th  2 p o i n t s .
1. Tell whether each of the following is the graph of a linear, 
quadratic, or logarithmic equation. 2
2. Dees each of the graphs below represent a function or not?
II. Each of the following in worth 3 points.
3. Simplify the following completely, writing the final answer 
using positive rational exponents only.
/  -1 is\V*H25x v j
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j,4. Given that y - 3(x - 12) + 40. Answer the following
questions without graphing.
a. What is the vertex of the parabola?
b. Does it have a maximum or minimum?
5. Polonium, a radioactive element discovered by Marie Curie, 
decays exponentially. If y0 grams of polonium are initially
present, the number of grams y present after t days is given
P a g e  2
y = yQ e
Of a 5 gram sample of polonium, how much is left after 2 years <730 days) to the nearest hundredth of a gram?
III. Eaoh of the following is worth 4 points.
6. For the graph of -2y + 3x = 5, identify the following: 
(You do not need to show the graph.)
a. x intercept _______
o. y intercept ________
c. slope ________
7. Express the following in simplest radical form, being sure 
to rationalize the denominator.
-.009t
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6. The maximum safe load (W) on a horizontal beam supported at 
both ends varies directly as the width (w) of the beam and 
the square of its depth (d) and inversely as the length (1) 
of the beam. Write a general formula expressing W in terms 
of w, d, 1, and k (the constant of variation)
P a g e  3
9. Solve the following and leave the answer in inequality 
notation:
-8 <  -3x + 10 <  4
10. Answer the following questions using the graph below:
, find (go f )(x)
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IV. Each of the following is worth 5 points.
Z12. Given that f(x> = x + 2  for x 0 is a one-to-one function, 
find f ^(x). What is the domain of f ^(x)?
P a g e  4
13. In the following, a system of 3 linear equations in x, y, and z was solved using matrices. Given the final matrix, 
find the solution, if any exists:
1 - 2  3 n5
0 1 -1 e
0 0 1 -2
—
14. Multiply the following. Be sure the answer is in lowest terms.
9xZ - 16 3x
27x5 ♦ 64x(3x - 4)
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15. Answer the following questions using the graph below.
a . Sketch the graph of f and label 3 points on it.
b. What is the range of -f  ̂?
16. Answer the following questions using the graph of f(x) below. 
What are the zeros of f(x)?
On what interval(s) is 
f(x> <  0?
V. Each of the following is worth 6 points.
2 t\17. Given f(x) = 3x + 22x * 39x + 20 and that -5 is one of itsroots. Find the other two roots of f(x>.
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18. Solve the following for x: 
2x - I S  x
P a g e  6
x + 7 x + 3
+ 1
lOx + 21
19. Given that a line U S is perpendicular to another line whose




(x + 3> + logfe (x ♦ 4) = 1
129
21. Write a system of equations that could be used to solve the following problem. You do NOT need to solve it.
Mrs. Jones has a total of $55000 to invest in stocks, a certificate of deposit, and passbook savings. The amount 
in the passbook savings account will be $5000 more than the 
amount in the CD. The stocks earn 6.252, the CD earns 4.52, 
and the passbook savings earn 32 yearly. If the total 
interest earned is $2775, how much is invested in stocks?
P a g e  7
CD? passbook savings?
Let x = the amount invested in stocksy = the amount invested in the CDz = the amount invested in passbook savings
22. Solve the following using the quadratic formula. Pot the 
answer in simplest form.
5m̂ ' - 2m = 1
23. Find the center and radius of a circle whose equation is 
given below.
xZ + y2, + 6x - 20y + 40 = 0
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VI. Each of the following is worth 10 points.
24. Use Cramer's Rule to solve this system:
5u - v = 19 
-2u + 3v = 8
P a g e  8
25. Solve this system by substitution: 
4x + y* = 25
2x -t y = 7
131
A
COLLEGE ALGEBRA FINAL EXAM NAME-----------------
SPRING, 1993-e/^W/MS- SBCT/CN
DO NOT USE A CALCULATOR ON THIS PART OF THE EXAM.
I. Each of the following is worth 4 points.
Directions: Graph each of the following equation:
at least three points on each graph. V
Label
* \
Gi. 3y + 5x = -3
<52. y =
* r .
G  3. y = log x 7*
y
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II. Each of the following is worth 6 points.
<54- Graph the following piecewise function. Label 3 points on 
each piece. ^
y = 3* if x> 0
xZ - 2 if x<0
Write a system of inequalities whose graph is shown.
Q 6. Use the graph below to answer the questions.
*. Give the equation of (A).





COLLEGE ALGEBRA SURVEY (Given to students in treatment group who completed
the study)
Please answer the following questions in paragraph form, using complete sentences.
There are no right or wrong answers.
1) Did the calculator you used this semester have any effect on how well you learned the 
algebraic concepts for this course? Explain your answer.
2) Did you ever spend any extra time on homework assignments doing things with the 
problems that were not required? If so, what kinds of extra activities did you do? 
Estimate how much time you might have spent.
3) Did you enjoy using the graphics calculator? What featurefs) id you like best about it? 
Least? For which topic(s) did you find it most helpful? Did it make learning algebra 
any more or less enjoyable?
4) Should more or less class lime have been spent leaching how to use and/or doing 
activities with the graphics calculator? Give specific suggestions and/or reasons for 
your answer.
5) We-c the activities assigned for you to do as homework using the calculator too 
difficult or too easy? Did they help you leant the general concepts being taught in 
class?
6) Would you recommend that the graphics calculator be used in teaching college math 
courses? What benefits do you sec in using it? What problems may arise? Do you 
believe that your graphing skills are better, worse, or about the same because of your 





COLLEGE ALGEBRA SURVEY (Given to students in control group who completed 
the study)
Please answer the following questions in paragraph form, using complete sentences. 
There are no right or wrong answers.
1) Did the calculator you used this semester have any effect on how well you learned the 
algebraic concepts for this course? Explain your answer.
2) Did you ever spend any extra time on homework assignments doing things with the 
problems that were not required? If so, what kinds of extra activities did you do? 
Estimate how much time you might have spent.
APPENDIX I
TREATMENT GROUP SURVEY RESPONSES
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TREATMENT GROUP SURVEY RESPONSES TO QUESTION 1 OF THE SURVEY 
Question 1: Did the calculator you used this semester have any effect on how well you 
learned the algebraic concepts for this course? Explain your answer.
I believe the TI-81 graphics calculator did help me learn some of the algebraic 
concepts. For example, setting equations equal to y. The graphing part of the calculator 
really made me realize just how some equations would look graphed.
Yes, I think it made learning much easier. The calculator didn't make algebra 
easier in the sense that it cut down work, but it did make the class easier because it helped 
you along when you did your work. You could always use the calculator to check 
answers and make sure you’re doing them right.
The TI-81 definitely helped me out in certain areas, basically making the graphs. 
Many times I was unsure of the answers to equations, solutions 1 had come to. By 
graphing my solutions I was often able to make the corrections necessary by looking at 
the correct graph.
The calculator 1 used this semester didn’t really have any effect on how well I 
learned the algebraic concepts for this course because 1 usually learned how to do the 
concepts first and then I would use the calculator.
I believe the calculator somewhat enhanced my learning experience. The 
graphing problems we learned were easy to graph, but the calculator helped to picture 
(graph) it easier.
Yes, the calculator helped me to understand graphing better than before. It was 
nice because I could locate points on the calculator and it also gave me an idea of how to 
graph.
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Yes, I believe using the TI-81 did help in my understanding and learning of many 
algebraic concepts. Writing down formulas like during graphs helped me learn how to 
construct the basic formula of graphs and the plotting of points.
The graphics calculator did aid in my learning of algebraic concepts, with 
functions in particular. To see a graph let me know what the equations were actually 
doing.
The calculator aided some in my understanding of algebraic concepts. However, 
it hindered me more because I was often lectured on learning how the calculator worked 
instead of our assignments.
The calculator did help me simply because it tinned numbers into pictures. For 
me, I can always tell what something is better from a picture than a set of numbers for 
example.
Yes, it was much easier to understand the graphs and equations when you could 
see them.
No, but I have had past experience and use of a graphing calculator and also a 
computer with a graphing program. I have also went up through calculus at my high 
school and before my teacher would allow us to use either of the above we had to know 
how to manually calculate and graph equations.
Yes. When I couldn't get the graph of a problem right, or I had trouble 
understanding why the graph was a particular way, it helped greatly to be able to see a 
completed graph and work with it.
Yes, the mlculator was a nice aid lor learning graphs and about functions.
No, I don’t think that the calculator that we used in class had any effect on how 
well I learned the algebraic concepts for the course. I feel that the calculator made the 
work easier. It was also quite handy, but I don't really think that it gave me the answers.
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I had to know how to do the problem if I wanted to get it right. I wasn't able to just punch 
things in and get the right answers.
Yes, the calculator gives you an idea of what certain equations look like, 
therefore, you start to remember which equations looked like certain graphs. This helped 
me greatly.
I feel the calculator helped me in learning the algebra concepts. I often quickly 
punched out the graph of a problem even if we were not required to graph it. If we had to 
graph an answer, and I didn't feel my answer looked right, I also punched it out to see if I 
was on the right track. Some may feel this would turn out to be a crutch, but I think this 
gave me confidence in my graphing.
The calculator did not help with any of the algebraic concepts. My reasons for 
this is that granted the calculator graphed, but it really doesn't tell the user the results of 
its calculations. For me as well as other students, doing the work and calculations help to 
better understand the course or subject being taught.
The calculator was useful in showing what the graphs of the functions really 
looked like. Instead of just learning how to solve a problem and getting the answer, the 
calculator actually showed what it is.
Only to some extent did thf> graphing calculator have any effect on how well 1 
leamed die algebraic concepts. To me, it was more helpful in checking my work. It did 
assist me in understanding what the graphs of certain equations looked like.
The calculator I used had some effect on my performance, but not a major one. It 
helped me get my assignments done faster because of the big screen. I have always 
gotten good grades in math, but it usually took me a longer time because of the new 
features I had to work with on my calculator.
TTie calculator was a useful tool for me. I have had prior experience with a 
graphing calculator so I had no trouble using it. The only chapter it was reaily useful was 
#3. It did come in handy for other chapters, too!
When we used the calculator for graphing assignments, it was handy and made the 
sections easier.
Yes. The calculator especially helped if I had a problem finding solutions. The 
graph was used as a check so I could keep trying out what I did wrong until I found the 
correct an ;wer.
The TI-81 calculator seemed to have an adverse effect on my studies during the 
first part of the year. This is because I was used to my other calculator. The TI-81 
doesn't have the features that I needed for my other classes; this caused some problems. 
However, one I learned the functions of the calculator, I grew to appreciate it more and 
more. It made most of the work easier to understand. Using the calculator, I moved 
quickly through problems that would ordinarily have taken me much longer. This 
different approach did help me learn the concept more easily. I estimate a total of about 
five hours were spent just learning the functions of the calculator.
Yes. Using the calculator helped when graphing lines, circles, parabolas, etc. It 
was easy to learn the process of graphing the equation by having an accurate source like 
the calculator to refer to.
I think the calculator helped in many areas of the course. For example, when we 
were graphing, the use of the graphing mode made it easier to understand different 
graphs. If I wasn't sure how a graph should look, I could do it on the calculator.
Yes, it did. It came in really handy for checking your answers when you graphed 
functions. Also for just basic addition, subtraction, and multiplying and dividing of 
linear, polynomial, and all other equations.
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Yes, the TI-81 was a great help when working with certain problems such as 
graphing log problems and x^. You could see the problem right on the screen, which 
helped to see how to get the answer.
This course was mostly review for me, so I’m not sure that the calculator helped 
me learn the concepts. It did make the performing of the concepts easier.
The TI-81 calculator affected the algebraic concepts of this course. Because of 
the amount of handouts, homework was affected, and so concepts were affected. 
Effectiveness was positive in the graphing of linear systems.
I think that the calculator helped me a lot because I could use the graphing on the 
calculator to check my answers. I really enjoyed using the TI-81 calculator.
I feel that the calculator was of some help this semester on some of the concepts 
in this course. The calculator was of help in graphing and working the equations for 
graphing. It's always nice when you don't have to plot points all the time to get your 
graph.
I think it did. I didn’t use it alot, but when I did, the TI-81 calculator came in 
handy. I think it especially helped on understanding graphs. I used it to look at examples 
of graphs. When I could see the example in front of me, it made it easier.
Using the TI-81 graphics calculator helped me to be able to better visualize what 
my equations would look like as a graph. It helped me to better be able to recognize what 
I was doing. While learning the concepts, I was also able to see the results.
Yes, it helped me understand some of the problems better. If I was caught on a 
problem and got the right answer through my calculator, I could work backwards and 
understand the steps.
Yes. I feel in some ways that it helped my progress, and in other ways I felt it 
hindered my progress. As far as actually seeing the graph on the screen and seeing what
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it looks like helped me get a feel for what to expect when graphing the equation. It 
hindered my progress when we were assigned the worksheets to help us use the calculator 
- sometimes it got to be too much work.
The calculator was helpful with the graphing part of the course. It was nice to be 
able to check right away and know if 1 had graphed the equation correctly. However, the 
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